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1.1 Introduction 

Magnesium, one of the most promising lightweight materials, offers a very high 

specific strength among conventional engineering alloys and possess excellent 

castability, superior machinability, and good damping capacity. Magnesium alloys have 

made significant inroads in automotive interior and other room- or near-room-

temperature applications in the last decade. The most visible magnesium applications 

have been instrument panel beams, transfer cases, valve/cam covers, steering 

components, and various housings and brackets. However, compared to other structural 

metals, magnesium alloys have a relatively limited high strength, especially at elevated 

temperatures, and flammability, which limited their wide range of applications. To 

cover the deficiencies in mechanical properties of magnesium, efforts have been made 

to develop flame resisting magnesium alloys, and magnesium matrix composites are 

prospecting candidates due to their promising superior properties. 

Magnesium matrix composites refer to a kind of material consisting of reinforcement 

and magnesium matrix, which combine metallic properties of magnesium (low density, 

ductility, and damping capacity) with characteristics of reinforcement (high strength, 

high modulus, and wear resistance), leading to greater strength and higher service 

temperature capabilities. Thus, magnesium matrix composites exhibit multiple 

properties, and became attractive candidates for structural and functional materials. 

Mg-Al-Ca alloys have been developed as flame resistant magnesium alloys. Calcium 

addition significantly improves the high temperature strength, creep resistance and 

oxidation resistances. Vapor grown carbon fibers (VGCFs) possess attractive 

mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties with similar carbon structure to carbon 

nanotubes. VGCFs have attracted much attention in various fields, and have been 

particularly considered as an ideal candidate for reinforcement in multifunctional 

composites and engineering applications. Therefore, VGCFs reinforced Mg-Al-Ca 

alloy composites are supposed to possess satisfactory mechanical properties at both 

room and elevated temperature. 
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1.2 Development of magnesium alloys 

The compelling need for lightweight, energy-efficient, environmentally benign 

engineering systems is driving the development of a wide range of structural and 

functional materials for energy generation, energy storage, propulsion, and 

transportation [1]. Magnesium is attractive for lightweight structural systems and, most 

notably, automotive systems [2, 3]. With the lowest density of all metallic constructional 

materials, magnesium alloys possess high specific strength, good castability, superior 

machinability and good damping capacity. Compared with polymeric materials, they 

have better mechanical properties, ageing resistance and recyclability. However, the 

disadvantages of magnesium have limited its wide range of applications [1, 4], such as 

flammability, low temperature plasticity, limited high strength and creep resistance at 

elevated temperatures and limited corrosion resistance in some applications. Recently, 

the demand for lightweight, energy-efficient materials has promoted the development 

of magnesium alloys. Fig. 1-1 shows the different trends in alloy development 

depending on the main requirement [4]. 

Currently, the most widely used magnesium alloys are based on the Mg-Al system, 

such as, AZ91 and AM60 [5, 6]. The Mg–Al alloys are readily castable, particularly by 

high-pressure die casting, and exhibit good mechanical properties at room temperature 

and adequate corrosion resistance. Ternary alloys with zinc, manganese, silicon, 

calcium, and rare-earth elements in addition to aluminum are used to obtain improved 

mechanical properties. Fig. 1-1 shows further development of Mg–Al. Zinc is added to 

improve the room temperature strength and fluidity. Addition of manganese is required 

to control the corrosion behavior, and magnesium alloys with aluminum and manganese 

(AM60) are commonly used for components where good ductility and impact strength 

are required. Silicon, calcium, and rare-earth elements are added to improve the creep 

strength of the alloys by forming intermetallic compounds on the grain boundaries. Mg–

Li–X is a development of super light alloys. Addition of Li causes a useful phase change 

to bcc, which decreases strength but increases ductility. 
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Fig. 1-1 Directions of magnesium alloy development [4]. 

 

1.2.1 Creep-resistant magnesium alloys 

At temperatures above 125 ℃, Mg-Al alloys undergo excessive creep deformation 

even at moderate stress levels, which makes them not suitable for use at elevated 

temperatures [7, 8]. Both diffusion controlled dislocation climb and grain boundary 

sliding are reported mechanisms for creep in magnesium alloys, depending upon the 

alloy system, microstructure, and stress and temperature regimes [9]. The poor creep 

resistance of Mg-Al alloys is generally considered to be associated with the formation 

of the Mg17Al12 phase. The poor thermal stability of Mg17Al12 phase and its 

discontinuous precipitation can result in substantial grain boundary sliding at elevated 

temperatures. The accelerated diffusion of aluminum solute in magnesium matrix and 

the self-diffusion of magnesium at elevated temperature can also contribute to creep 

deformation in Mg-Al based alloys. Possible approaches to improving creep resistance 

in magnesium alloys include: suppressing the formation of Mg17Al12 phase; pinning 

grain boundary sliding; and slowing diffusion in the magnesium matrix. 

There have been considerable efforts directed toward improving the creep resistance 
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of Mg-Al alloys based on the above principles. A number of special alloys have 

therefore been developed such as Mg-Al-Ca [10], Mg-Re-Zn-Mn [11] and Mg-Y-Re-Zr 
[12] alloys. These alloys have additional alloying elements that form either high melting 

point intermetallic compounds with Al to suppress the formation of Mg17Al12 (elements 

such as Ca, RE, and Sr), or high melting point intermetallic compounds with Mg 

(elements including RE, Si, and Sn), or strengthening precipitates (elements such as Ca 

and Nd). Rare earth elements such as yttrium, lanthanum, cerium, and neodymium can 

improve the structure and properties of cast Mg alloys but substantially increase alloy 

cost. With additions of Al and Ca to magnesium, an intermetallic C36 Laves-type phase 

forms during solidification. The unusual combination of mechanical and physical 

properties resulting from the low-cost Ca additions make the Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

promising for a variety of lightweight, high-temperature automotive powertrain 

components produced by die casting. 

1.2.2 Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

The developed magnesium alloys which contain calcium, strontium, RE, and silicon 

offer varying degrees of improvement in creep resistance and different combinations of 

other properties. Calcium is a promising elemental addition to develop Mg–Al alloys 

for high-temperature applications. Flame-resistant and noncombustible Mg alloys have 

also been developed by adding Ca to Mg alloys, and these materials have received 

flame-resistance and noncombustion certifications in the rail, aerospace, and 

construction sectors. 

The Calcium addition encourages the formation of Ca-containing thermally stable 

intermetallic compounds and suppresses the formation of unstable β-Mg17Al12, which 

improves the flame resistance, high temperature strength, creep resistance, and 

oxidation resistances. [10, 13-15] Die-sticking and hot cracking were problems that 

prevented practical use of Ca-containing based alloys. Since then, several investigations 

have been directed to develop new Ca-containing magnesium alloys for elevated-

temperature applications. Ninomiya et al.[13] found out that, for the Ca/Al ratios of less 

than 0.8, Al2Ca is the only phase that would be formed in the Mg–Al alloys after Ca 

additions. Higher values of Ca, would lead to the formation of both Mg2Ca and Al2Ca 
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in the microstructure. Another research by Luo et al. [10] on the microstructure and creep 

properties of die-cast Mg–5Al–2Ca and Mg–5Al–3Ca showed that the second phase 

(Mg, Al)2Ca can be formed, even though the Ca/Al ratio is lower than 0.8. The study 

of solidification path in the Mg–Al–Ca ternary system indicates that in most of the 

commercially available Mg–Al–Ca alloys, the second phase (Mg, Al)2Ca with C36 

structure is formed [16]. It has been further shown that this phase, after prolonged 

exposures to elevated temperatures, would transform to Al2Ca with C15 structure 

through a shear-assisted transformation. Computational thermodynamics and 

experimental investigations have shown that Al2Ca with a C15 structure is stable in the 

equilibrium condition. 

Some studies have been focus on the tensile property and creep resistance of Mg-Al-

Ca-based alloys. The mechanical properties of Mg–Al–Ca alloys are summarized and 

listed in Tab. 1-1. Luo et al. [9, 10] indicated that compared with the baseline AM50 alloy, 

the tensile strength and creep strength of Mg-Al-Ca alloys are significantly improved, 

which is due to the strengthening effect of (Mg, Al)2Ca phase in the microstructure. 

The tensile yield strength of Mg–Al–Ca alloys increases with increasing Ca content at 

room and elevated temperatures (175°C) due to solute and grain boundary 

strengthening. The studies by Terada et al. [17] on the creep properties of AM50 alloy 

with Ca additions have shown that the high melting point and eutectic temperatures 

along with semi coherent interface of the second phases with Mg grains in these Ca-

containing Mg–Al alloys are the main reasons for their enhanced thermal stability and 

creep resistance. With the Ca addition, the tensile strength and elongation of 

AZ91magnesium alloy at ambient temperature are reduced, whereas Ca addition 

confers elevated temperature strengthening on AZ91 magnesium alloy. The tensile 

strength at 150 °C increases with increasing Ca content. The impact toughness of 

AZ91magnesium alloy increases, and then declines as the Ca content increases [18]. The 

tendency of the alloy to form hot tearing substantially increased with Ca content rise 

from 0 to 1 wt.%. The ultimate tensile strength and relative elongation worsened, while 

the yield strength improved. The grain refinement of AZD91 alloy with Ca additions 

could be explained by the restriction of the grain growth induced by Ca aggregations 

on the boundaries. From the other side, the thermally stable phase Al2Ca can lead to a 
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higher brittleness of the alloy [19]. Masoumi et al. [20] reveal that the presence of (Al, 

Mg)2Ca phase are the main cause of the intergranular fracture for squeeze cast 

magnesium Mg–Al–Ca alloy. The coarse (Mg, Al)2Ca compound is more brittle and 

easily broken than the fine Mg2Ca compound [15]. By hot extrusion, Mg–Al–Ca alloys 

show high UTS and elongation. Application of hot extrusion has a significant effect on 

refining grain size, cracking secondary phase and improving their distribution. The 

large secondary phases along grain boundaries in the as-cast alloys disappear, which 

are instead by the fine spherical secondary phases dispersedly distributed along the 

extrusion direction. The UTS, elongation and strain hardening rate of the as-extruded 

alloys increased with higher Ca addition. [21] Watanabe et al. [22] found out that, by hot 

extrusion, the ductility of Mg-6Al-2Ca alloy at room temperature was high compared 

with other magnesium alloys containing Ca. The ductility was enhanced at elevated 

temperature, and climb controlled dislocation creep could be a dominant deformation 

process. Jing et al. [23] indicated that hot extrusion results in significant increase of 

tensile properties for AJC421 (Mg–4Al–2Sr–1Ca) alloy at ambient and elevated 

temperature of 175 °C. However, the creep resistance is obviously deteriorated after 

extrusion deformation. The steady-state creep rate of as-extruded AJC421 at 175 °C/70 

MPa is about three orders of magnitude higher than that of their corresponding as-cast 

samples. In order to increase applications of these magnesium alloys in the automotive 

industry, sufficient high temperature strength, creep resistance and inexpensive 

production for magnesium alloys are required. 
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Tab. 1-1 Tensile properties at room temperature and 150°C, 175°C, the creep strength 

at 175°C (stress to produce 0.1 creep strain in 100 hours), and the secondary creep 

rate at 175°C, 70 MPa of Mg–Al–Ca alloys. 

 

Material 
Tensile property Creep 

strength, 
(175), MPa 

Secondary 
creep rate, 

d (s-1) YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) (%) 

AM50 
Die-cast [9] 

116(RT) 
90(175) 

- - 12 - 

Mg-5Al-0.8Ca, 
Die-cast [9] 

128(RT) 
102(175) 

192(RT) 
161(175) 

7(RT) 
7(175) 

55 - 

Mg-5Al-2Ca, 
Die-cast [9] 

161(RT) 
133(175) 

228(RT) 
171(175) 

13(RT) 
23(175) 

75 0.695 10 9 

Mg-5Al-3Ca, 
Die-cast [9] 

186(RT) 
151(175) 

250(RT) 
196(175) 

9(RT) 
15(175) 

74 0.864 10 9 

AZ91, 
Cast [18] 

- 
162(RT) 
102(150) 

2.1(RT) 
7.8(150) 

- - 

AZ91 + 1Ca, 
Cast [18] 

- 
152(RT) 
110(150) 

1.8(RT) 
7.0(150) 

- - 

AZ91 + 2Ca, 
Cast [18] 

- 
147(RT) 
112(150) 

1.7(RT) 
6.8(150) 

- - 

AZ91 + 1Ca, 
Cast [19] 

87(RT) 140(RT) 1(RT) - - 

AM60, 
As-extruded [22] 

130(RT) 282(RT) 30(RT) - - 

Mg–6Al–2Ca, 
As-extruded [22] 

152(RT) 269(RT) 13(RT) - - 

AZ31 + 2Ca, 
Rolled [24] 

185(RT) 275(RT) 7(RT) - - 

AJ42, 
As-cast [23] 

114(RT) 
97(175) 

162(RT) 
136(175) 

5.1(RT) 
9.8(175) 

- 5.6 10 9 

AJC42 + 1Ca, 
As-cast [23] 

88(RT) 
91(175) 

131(RT) 
121(175) 

1.2(RT) 
1.6(175) 

- 3.5 10 9 

AJ42, 
As-extruded [23] 

262(RT) 
144(175) 

296(RT) 
169(175) 

6.2(RT) 
19(175) 

- 1.9 10 6 

AJ42 + 1Ca, 
As-extruded [23] 

299(RT) 
168(175) 

326(RT) 
205(175) 

3.6(RT) 
10(175) 

- 3.3 10 7 
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1.3 Development of magnesium matrix composites 

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) offer a unique balance of physical and mechanical 

properties. Additional functionalities can be designed into some MMCs through 

appropriate selection of constituents. The increasing demand for lightweight and high 

performance materials is likely to increase the need for magnesium matrix composites. 

For the high-performance magnesium materials, the formation of a composite is an 

effective approach to strengthening some magnesium alloys. The incorporation of 

thermally stable reinforcements into composite materials makes them preferable for 

high temperature applications. The potential applications of magnesium matrix 

composites in the automotive industry include their use in: disk rotors, piston ring 

grooves, gears, gearbox bearings, connecting rods, and shift forks.  

1.3.1 Manufacturing processes of magnesium matrix composites 

The development of new processing techniques is attracting interest in composite 

materials. A key challenge in the processing of composites is to homogeneously 

distribute the reinforcement phases to achieve a defect-free microstructure. Many 

fabrication processes for MMCs have been investigated to obtain high performance 

composites through the efficient fabrication route. The fabrication process is mainly 

divided into two routes: solid-state process and liquid-state process. Fig. 1-2 represents 

the manufacturing processes for MMCs [25, 26]. Due to the similar melting temperatures 

of magnesium and aluminum alloys, the processing of a magnesium matrix composite 

is similar to that of an aluminum matrix composite. For example, the reinforcing phases 

(powders/fibers/whiskers) in magnesium matrix composites are incorporated into a 

magnesium alloy mostly by conventional methods such as stir casting, squeeze casting 

and powder metallurgy. 

Stir casting and squeeze casting are generally viewed as liquid-state process. The 

casting process has been an attractive process for the MMCs fabrication, especially for 

low melting point metal. 
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Fig.1-2 M
anufacturing steps and different processes for the production of m

etal m
atrix parts. 
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Stir casting is one of the simple methods for the fabrication of MMCs: The 

reinforcements as the particles or short fibers are added into the molten metal and 

distributed by mechanical stirring. Mechanical stirring in the furnace is a key element 

of this process. Then, the resultant molten alloy can be used for die casting, permanent 

mold casting, or sand casting. Stir casting allows for the use of conventional metal 

processing methods with the addition of an appropriate stirring system such as 

mechanical stirring; ultrasonic or electromagnetic stirring; or centrifugal force stirring 
[27]. Stir casting is easily adaptable and economically viable. Its advantages lie in its 

simplicity, flexibility and applicability to large quantity production. This method has 

been adopted for wide applications such as automotive and other industrial fields due 

to the cost-effective fabrication [28, 29]. Magnesium composites with various matrix 

compositions, such as pure magnesium [30], AM60[31], Z6 [32], and AZ91 [33-39], have 

been produced using this method. Stir casting is suitable for manufacturing composites 

with up to 30% volume fractions of reinforcement [40]. The cast composites are 

sometimes further extruded to reduce porosity, refine the microstructure, and 

homogenize the distribution of the reinforcement. The major merit of stir casting is its 

applicability to large quantity production. Among all the well-established metal matrix 

composite fabrication methods, stir casting is the most economical (Compared to other 

methods, stir casting costs as little as one third to one tenth for mass production [41]). 

For that reason, stir casting is currently the most popular commercial method of 

producing aluminum based composites. But, no commercial use of stir casting has been 

reported on magnesium matrix composites. Stir casting also has some disadvantages, 

such as high foundry and casting equipment cost, low ductility of the final product due 

to the agglomerated reinforcement in the matrix and lack of design information for use 

as engineered materials. 

Squeeze casting is recognized as typical high pressure-assisted casting method. 

During squeeze casting, the reinforcement (either powders or fibers/whiskers) is 

usually made into a preform and placed into a casting mold. The molten magnesium 

alloy is then poured into the mold and solidified under high pressure. Numerous 

magnesium matrix composites such as SiCw/Mg [42], SiCw/AZ91 [43, 44], SiCp/AZ91[45], 

Mg2Si/ZK51A [46], have been produced using this technology. Squeeze casting allows 
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for the incorporation of higher volume fractions (up to 40–50%) of reinforcement into 

the magnesium alloys [47]. The use of high pressure also introduces effective 

compensation for the solidification contraction. Under high pressure, the shrinkage in 

a solidifying ingot can be filled. The inherent castability of the alloy becomes less 

important under high pressure. In addition, squeeze casting is a near-shape process with 

little or no need for subsequent machining. However, the excessively high pressure can 

also damage the reinforcement in a composite material and reduce the mechanical 

properties of the composites [48]. The shortcomings of the squeeze casting process lie 

mainly in the constraints on the processing imposed by the casting shape, its dimensions, 

and its low suitability for large quantity automatic production. 

Powder metallurgy (PM) is well known for the solid-state process. In the PM process, 

reinforcement and metal powders are mixed, pressed, and sintered at a certain 

temperature under a controlled atmosphere or in a vacuum. The PM process is suitable 

for the matrix of high melting point alloys which is difficult to use for the liquid-state 

process [49]. The advantages of this processing method include the capability of 

incorporating a relatively high volume fraction of reinforcement or a too low volume 

fraction of reinforcements to make preform by liquid state process, the uniform 

dispersion of reinforcements in matrix by uniform blending of reinforcements and 

matrix powders before sintering, and fabrication of composites with matrix alloy and 

reinforcement systems that are otherwise immiscible by liquid casting. A variety of 

magnesium matrix composites have been fabricated through powder metallurgy such 

as SiC/Mg [50-52], B4C/Mg [53], CNT/Mg [54], and CNT/AZ31B [54]. However, this 

method requires alloy powders that are generally more expensive than bulk material, 

involves complicated processes during the material fabrication, and is not feasible for 

net-shape fabrication [55]. Thus, powder metallurgy may not be an ideal processing 

technique for mass production. 

The fabrication methods described above are well established and embody the 

mainstream of the manufacturing routes for magnesium matrix composites. A 

comparative evaluation of these three traditional metal matrix composite processing 

techniques is provided in Table 1-2 [56]. 
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Table 1-2 Comparison of stir casting, squeeze casting, and powder metallurgy [56]. 

 

1.3.2 Mechanical properties of magnesium matrix composites 

While the performance gains of discontinuously reinforced MMCs were more 

modest than continuously reinforced MMCs, these systems provided credible pathways 

to improved affordability and processability and represented an area of opportunity for 

commercial applications. As a lightest metal structural material, magnesium matrix 

composites exhibit many advantages over monolithic magnesium or magnesium alloys, 

such as high elastic modulus, high strength, superior creep and wear resistances at 

elevated temperatures. The desired properties can be achieved by a judicious selection 

of the type and size of the reinforcing particles. The reinforcements should be stable in 

the given working temperature and non-reactive too. Discontinuous micro-scale 

reinforcements such as particles, short fibers, or whiskers, have been used to produce 

magnesium MMCs. 

Silicon carbide (SiC) increases the strength and wear resistance of Mg alloys. Lan et 

al. [57] indicated that the microhardness of 5 wt.% SiC nanoparticle reinforced 

Method 
Working 

range  

Metal 

yield  

Reinforcement 

fraction (vol%)  

Damage to 

reinforcement  

Fabrication 

cost 

Stir casting 

Wide range of 

shape, larger 

size (up to 

500 kg) 

Very 

high, 

>90%  

30  No damage 
Least 

expensive 

Squeeze 

casting 

Limited by 

preform shape 

(up to 20 cm 

height) 

Low 45  
Severe 

damage 

Moderately 

expensive 

Powder 

metallurgy 

Wide range, 

restricted size 
High  Fracture Expensive 
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magnesium composites increased 75% compared to that of AZ91D. Lim et al. [58] reveal 

that the SiCp reinforced magnesium matrix composites exhibit slightly superior wear 

resistance under the low load. Sajuri et al. [59] reveal that the mechanical properties i.e. 

hardness and tensile strength of SiC particulates reinforced magnesium composites 

prepared by spark plasma sintering increased with increasing of SiC content up to 10 

wt.%. Further increase of SiC content gives rise to the tensile strength decrease due to 

the agglomeration of SiC particles. Nie et al. [60] found that, by hot extrusion, the 

ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and elongation to fracture of the SiC 

nanoparticles reinforced magnesium matrix composites were simultaneously improved. 

The tensile strength and ductility value of the composite increases in comparison to the 

unreinforced and extruded AZ91 alloy. 

Titanium Carbide (TiC) particulates play a vital role on damping behavior of 

magnesium composites. Reinforcement of TiC particles lead in improvement of yield 

strength, tensile strength, and elastic modulus significantly, while the ductility is 

reduced to some extent. Zhang et al. [61] revealed that the tensile strength and damping 

capacity of the TiC particulates reinforced magnesium matrix composites were 

improved compared to AZ91 magnesium alloy. 

The reinforcement of Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3) induces good creep resistance, 

compressive strength. Hassan et al. [62] reveal that the incorporation of nano and 

submicron size Al2O3 particulates in magnesium matrix led to a simultaneous increase 

in hardness, yield strength, UTS, and ductility of pure magnesium. 

Boron Carbide (B4C) is one of known hardest element. It has high elastic modulus 

and fracture toughness. The addition of B4C in magnesium matrix increases the flexural 

strength of hybrid composite, hardness, and wear resistance [53, 63, 64]. 

Fibers are the important class of reinforcements which effect on the directional 

strength and stability of the composites. They transfer the strength to the matrix 

constituent influencing and enhancing their properties as desired. Zhang et al. [65] 

investigated the tensile behavior of AM60 based composites reinforced with alumina 

(Al2O3) fiber at a pressure of 90 MPa. The results showed that with the addition of 

fibers, the tensile properties improved significantly, but the ductility was reduced 

compare to the unreinforced matrix alloy. Localized damages, like fibers damage and 
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cracking, matrix fracture, and interface debonding were consistent with the tensile 

property. Sklenicka et al. [66] conducted a study on constant stress tensile creep behavior 

of AZ91 magnesium based composite reinforced with 20 vol.% Al2O3. The creep 

resistance of the reinforced material was considerably improved in comparison to the 

matrix alloy. The creep strengthening arises due to the effective load transfer between 

plastic flow in the matrix and fibers. Tian et al. [67] studied the creep behavior of 

aluminum silicate short-fiber-reinforced magnesium matrix composite. They found that 

both the matrix and fiber have the same true stress exponent and true activation energy 

for creep. The composites creep behavior is mainly controlled by controlling of the 

viscous slip of dislocation and the controlling of grain boundary slippage as a 

supplement. 

1.3.3 Carbon nanotube reinforced magnesium matrix composites 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted the attention of many scientists worldwide 

since their discovery in 1991 [68]. CNT possess the excellent mechanical, electrical, 

thermal, and optical properties. Their extraordinary strength (up to 150 GPa) and 

Young’s modulus (up to 1 TPa) [37] make them ideal candidates as reinforcements for 

high strength, light weight and high performance composites. Consequently, the studies 

on CNT reinforced polymer and metal matrix composites were also carried out by many 

researchers.  

Recently, much work has been devoted to investigate the mechanical properties of 

Mg-based composites reinforced with carbon nanotubes. Tab. 1-3 lists the tensile 

properties of magnesium composites reinforced with carbon nanotubes prepared by 

liquid melt processing and powder metallurgy routes. [69] Liu et al. employed both 

mechanical stirring and high-intensity ultrasonic processing to fabricate MWNT/Mg 

nanocomposite [39]. They reported that the addition of 1.5 wt% MWNT to Mg improves 

its tensile strength, yield strength and elongation. Zeng et al. introduced MWNT 

performs into molten AZ31 under manual stirring [70]. They reported that by adding 1 

wt% MWNT, the microhardness, tensile strength, Young’s modulus and elongation of 

magnesium improve significantly. With more MWNT concentration, the tensile 

properties degrade somewhat due to the agglomeration of MWNTs. By taking the 
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advantage of low cost CNFs, Honma et al. [71] fabricated AZ91D composites reinforced 

with Si-coated CNF using compo-casting, squeeze casting and extrusion. The yield 

stress and tensile strength of AZ91D increases from 244 to 342 MPa by adding 1.5 wt% 

CNF. The strengthening effect of CNFs can be attributed to the improved wettability 

of CNFs by coating with silicon. However, the tensile elongation of CNF/AZ91D 

nanocomposites decreases sharply by adding CNFs. Goh et al. used the disintegrated 

melt deposition and extrusion processes to fabricate MWNT/Mg nanocomposites [72]. 

The yield strength, ultimate strength and tensile elongation of magnesium can be 

improved by adding 0.3 and 1.3 wt% MWNT. At 1.6 and 2 wt% MWNT, the yield 

stress, tensile strength and ductility reduce considerably due to the agglomeration of 

nanotubes. In another study, they prepared MWNT/Mg composites containing 0.06–

0.3 wt% MWNT by mixing nanotubes with Mg powders in a blender followed by 

sintering and hot extrusion [73]. The yield strength and ductility of the composites 

improve with increasing nanotube content. However, carbon nanotube additions have 

little effect in enhancing ultimate tensile strength of the composites. Carreno-Morelli et 

al. [74] produced multiwall carbon nanotube/pure magnesium composites by a powder 

metallurgical method. The Young’s modulus was about 9% higher compared to pure 

Mg metal by adding 2 wt% CNTs. 

To enhance dispersion of MWNTs in the matrix, Shimizu et al. used ball milling, hot 

pressing and extrusion processes to fabricate MWNT/AZ91D nanocomposites [75]. The 

composite with 1 wt% MWNT was found to exhibit the about 23% highest yield stress 

and ultimate tensile strength. Kondoh et al. fabricated MWNTs reinforced Mg/AZ31B 

composites by SPS and hot extrusion treatments [54]. The yield stress of extruded Mg 

increases from 178 MPa to 253 MPa by adding 1.1 vol% MWNT, i.e. 42% increment 

in yield strength. Similarly, there is nearly 27% increment in the yield stress of the 

AZ31B by adding 0.95 vol% MWNT. Sun et al. mixed the in situ synthesized 

MWNT/Mg powders by ball milling [76]. followed by sintering and hot extrusion. With 

increasing MWNT content up to 2.4 wt%, the tensile strength of Mg increases to 285 

MPa, which is about 45% higher than that of pure Mg. When the MWNT reaches 3 

wt%, the tensile strength decreases due to the formation of nanotube clusters. 
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Tab. 1-3 Tensile properties of magnesium composites reinforced with carbon 

nanotubes prepared by liquid melt processing and powder metallurgy routes. [69] 

 

Matrix 
material 

MWNT 
content, 

wt% 
Processing methods 

Young’s 
modulus, 

GPa 

Yield 
strength, 

MPa 

Tensile 
strength, 

MPa 

Fracture 
strain, % 

AZ91D[39] 
0 Melt stirring, high-

intensity ultrasonic 
processing and casting 

44.3 86 128 0.90 

1.5 64.3 104 157 1.28 

AZ31[70] 
0 Ball milling MWNT 

preform, melt 
infiltration and casting 

60 – 160 3.74 
1 90 – 210 8.56 

1.5 98.9 – 190 7.15 

Mg[72] 

0 
Melt stirring, 

disintegrated melt 
deposition and hot 

extrusion 

– 126 192 8.0 
0.3 – 128 194 12.7 
1.3 – 140 210 13.5 
1.6 – 121 200 12.2 
2 – 122 198 7.7 

AZ31[77] 

0 Melt stirring, 
disintegrated melt 
deposition and hot 

extrusion 

– 172 263 10.4 

1 – 190 307 17.5 

Mg[73] 

0 
Powder mixing for 10 
h, cold compaction, 

sintering and extrusion 

– 127 205 9 
0.06 – 133 203 12 
0.18 – 139 206 11 
0.3 – 146 210 8 

AZ91D[75] 

0 

Ball milling, hot 
pressing, and 

extrusion 

40 232 315 14 
0.5 43 281 383 6 
1 49 295 388 5 
3 51 284 361 3 
5 51 277 307 1 

Mg[54] 
0 

Wet mixing, SPS and 
hot extrusion 

– 178 – 9.4 
1.1 – 253 – 1.2 

AZ31B[54] 
0 – 279 – 10.8 

0.9 – 355 – 5 

Mg[76] 

0 In-situ synthesized 
MWNT/Mg powders, 

ball milling and 
extrusion 

– – 220 2.14 
1.8 – – 252 1.61 
2.4 – – 285 1.87 
3 – – 258 1.35 
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1.3.4 Strengthening mechanism of CNT/Mg composites 

The understanding of strengthening mechanism of carbon nanotubes in metal matrix 

composite is important to predict the strength and improve fabrication process. The 

research on carbon nanotubes reinforced metal matrix composites mainly focused on 

the preparation methods and mechanical properties. There is little research focused on 

the strengthening mechanism. Literature review summarized some works on the 

strengthening mechanism of CNTs in metal matrix composites [69]. 

1.3.4.1 Micromechanical models 

The strengthening effects of CNTs depends greatly on the achievement of effective 

stress-transfer across the metal matrix-filler interface during mechanical tests. The 

aspect ratio, homogenous dispersion of CNTs in the matrix, and the formation of 

interfacial products also govern the load transfer efficiency of CNTs. Based on several 

micromechanical models for conventional fiber-reinforced composites, the reinforcing 

mechanisms of nanofillers was elucidated by analyzing the discrepancies between 

experimental and predicted results. 

1.3.4.2 Metallurgical factors 

Metallurgical factors such as Hall–Petch effect due to grain size refining, Orowan 

looping and dislocation generation resulting from thermal mismatch between the matrix 

and carbon nanomaterials also contribute to the strengthening effect [37].  

Hall–Petch effect: The uniform distributed CNTs in metal matrix composites can 

prevent grain growth, since the CNTs with relatively small size pin on the grain 

boundary, and prevent the grain boundary from migrating. Decrease of grain size is 

beneficial to the enhancement of mechanical properties of the composites, which can 

be explained by the Halle-Petch relation. 

Orowan looping: CNTs may act as impenetrable obstacles similar to non-shearable 

precipitates and increase the yield stress through an Orowan mechanism. Orowan 

strengthening is not significant in the microsized particulate-reinforced MMCs [78], 

because the reinforcement particles are coarse and the interparticle spacing is large. For 
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nanofillers with uniform distribution, it is necessary to take into consideration the 

Orowan strengthening. 

Thermal mismatch: There is a significant mismatch in coefficient of thermal 

expansion between CNT and the matrix, and this might be accommodated by extensive 

dislocation nucleation around CNT which then leads to hardening of the metal matrix. 

1.3.4.3 Ductility 

Increased ductility has been found in CNT reinforced Mg composites before by Goh 
[79]. The improvement in tensile ductility of composites with MWNT content is 

attributed to the high activity of basal slip system and the activation of prismatic slip 

by adding CNTs. It implicates a minimum of five independent slip systems which are 

required to deform a polycrystalline metal plastically (von Mises criterion), therefore 

resulting in a much higher ductility of the composites. 
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1.4 Problem and Objective of this study 

Mg-Al-Ca alloys have been developed for elevated temperature applications. The 

addition of calcium significantly improves their flame resistance, high-temperature 

strength, creep resistance, and oxidation resistances. To enhance the strength and 

rigidity of the matrix, carbon nanofibers can be used to reinforce Mg-Al-Ca alloy, 

which are supposed to give them satisfactory mechanical properties at both room and 

elevated temperatures. 

The main problem for CNT reinforced metal matrix composites is to obtain a 

homogenous dispersion in the matrix materials. CNTs have larger surface area and 

much higher aspect ratio than traditional fillers. It is difficult to disaggregate CNTs due 

to their attractive Van der Waals interactions. The investigation of metal matrix 

composites reinforced with CNTs has many challenges: uniform dispersion of CNTs in 

the metal matrix; fabrication technique suitable for up-scaling and commercial 

production; control of the interfacial reaction between CNTs and the metal matrix; high 

preparation cost for CNT limits its commercial application. Compared to CNTs, vapor 

grown nano-carbon fibers (VGCNFs) have received less research attention because 

CNTs have better mechanical properties and smaller diameter than VGCNFs. However, 

because of their availability and relatively low price, VGCNFs are an excellent 

alternative for CNTs. In addition, VGCNFs possess good mechanical, electrical and 

thermal properties with same structure to carbon structure of CNTs. With a larger 

diameter than CNTs, VGCFs have smaller surface area. Thus, VGCFs are relatively 

easy to disperse in the metal matrix. 

The cost-effective processing of composite materials is an essential element for 

expanding their applications. Among the variety of manufacturing processes available 

for discontinuous metal matrix composites, stir casting is easily adaptable and 

economically viable. Its advantages lie in its simplicity, flexibility, and applicability to 

large quantity production. However, there are some problems associated with stir 

casting of metal matrix composites such as: poor wettability and heterogeneous 

distribution of the reinforcement material. 

The poor wettability of the reinforcement in the melt prevents the reinforcement from 

infiltrating the molten matrix, with the result that it simply floats on the melt surface. 
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This is due to the surface tension, very large specific surface area, and high interfacial 

energy of the reinforcements, along with the presence of oxide films on the melt surface. 

Compo-casting is a liquid state process in which the infiltration of reinforcement into a 

semi-solid metal (SSM) can be facilitated by means of agitation.  

The uniform distribution of the reinforcement within the matrix and its bond strength 

with the matrix are essential structural requirements for a stronger metal matrix 

composite. The wettability and distribution of the reinforcement are difficult because 

of the small size of VGCFs. This is due to the large surface area and surface energy of 

the particles, which cause an increasing tendency for agglomeration. Thus, an 

intermediate layer of nickel is coated on the carbon fibers to facilitate the wetting. Prior 

to fabricate the VGCF-reinforced magnesium-calcium alloy composites, the effect of 

nickel coating on the wettability of magnesium with carbon fiber was investigated. 

 

Table 1-4 Measured properties of carbon nanotube and carbon nanofiber. 

 

Material 
Single-walled 

carbon nanotube 
(SWCNT) 

Multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNT) 

Vapor grown 
carbon fiber 

(VGCF) 

Diameter, nm 1–2 5–50 50-200 

Density (g/cm3) 1.3 1.75 2.1 

Specific surface 
area, (m2/g) 

- 1000 13 

Aspect ratio 100-10000 100-10000 10 500 

E (GPa) 1000 [80] 270–950 [81] 240 [82] 

UTS (GPa) 50-500 [83] 10-60 [83] 2.92 [82] 

Thermal 
conductivity, 

(W/mK) 
3500 500–2069 1200 

 

In this study, the effect of nickel coating on wetting behavior of magnesium alloys 

and graphite sheet was investigated. Ni-coated VGCFs reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy 

composites are fabricated by compo-casting process. The effects of Ni-coated VGCFs 
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on the microstructure and mechanical properties of magnesium alloy are investigated, 

and the strengthening mechanism of Ni-coated VGCFs reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy 

composites is discussed. 
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1.5 Outline of this thesis 

In Chapter 1, the trend of applications and the development status of the magnesium 

alloys for elevated temperature applications and magnesium matrix composites are 

reviewed. Moreover, from the problems of the previous studied magnesium matrix 

composites, the direction of newly developing MMCs, VGCF-reinforced magnesium-

calcium alloy composite is proposed. 

Prior to fabricate the VGCF-reinforced magnesium-calcium alloy composite, the 

wettability of magnesium with carbon fiber was investigated in Chapter 2. In this 

chapter, wetting behavior of magnesium alloys on graphite sheet, pure nickel, and 

nickel coated graphite sheet were investigated using sessile drop method. 

In Chapter 3, fabrication of VGCF reinforced magnesium matrix composites was 

carried out by low pressure infiltration. Porous VGCF preforms with nickel coating 

were fully infiltrated. The applied infiltration pressure to the VGCF preform was 

compared with the threshold pressure estimated with the measured contact angle. 

In Chapter 4, the fabrication of the VGCF-reinforced magnesium-calcium alloy 

composite by stir casting process was presented. Especially, the effects of Ni-coated 

VGCFs on the microstructure of magnesium alloys were investigated. 

The characterization of mechanical properties on the VGCF-reinforced magnesium-

calcium alloy composites were investigated in Chapter 5. The influences of Ni-coated 

VGCFs on the mechanical properties of magnesium alloys were studied. In addition, 

the tensile properties at elevated temperature of the composites were investigated. 

The results from above mentioned investigation are summarized in Chapter 6. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Magnesium alloys offer a very high specific strength among conventional 

engineering alloys and possess excellent castability, superior machinability, and good 

damping capacity. They have gained widespread attention in scientific research and 

commercial application.1, 2) To cover the deficiencies in mechanical properties of 

magnesium, especially at elevated temperatures, efforts have been made to develop 

creep resistant magnesium alloys, and magnesium matrix composites are prospecting 

candidates due to their promising superior properties. Calcium is a promising elemental 

addition to develop Mg–Al alloys for high-temperature applications. The Calcium 

addition encourages the formation of Ca-containing thermally stable intermetallic 

compounds and suppresses the formation of unstable β-Mg17Al12. Thus, Calcium 

addition significantly improves the high temperature strength, creep resistance and also 

oxidation resistances.3-6) Carbon fibers possess excellent mechanical, thermal 

properties and low density.7) Carbon fiber reinforced magnesium matrix composites can 

offer significant gains in terms of specific strength and modulus, and also they have the 

inherent environmental stability of metallic systems.8-10) Among various short carbon 

fibers, vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCFs) are increasingly used in various composites 

owing to their excellent properties and low cost.11-13) The magnesium-calcium alloy-

based composites reinforced with VGCFs are supposed to possess satisfactory high-

temperature properties. 

However, poor wettability of magnesium on carbon fiber was a technical problem 

encountered in making magnesium alloy–carbon fiber composites. Shi et al. reported 

that the contact angle of molten magnesium on porous graphite at 973K was 74° in 

magnesium vapor environment.14) But on graphite surface, the contact angle of molten 

magnesium was about 125° at 973K.15) On basal plane of graphite, the contact angle 

was 120° at 1189K.16) Thus, Poor wettability makes it difficult to impregnate the fiber 

with the molten magnesium, and results in inadequate bonding between them. 

Several methods have been found to overcome the wetting problem. The usual 

method is forcing liquid metal into the space of fiber/particle by the vacuum or pressure 

during low-pressure infiltration or squeeze casting methods.17, 18) Another one is 

decreasing the critical infiltration pressure between the liquid metal and reinforcements. 
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By control of chemical composition, the wettability of the alloys can be improved. 

Yoshida et al. reported that the contact angles of aluminum alloys on prismatic plane 

decreased from 155º at 2.0 mass% Mg to 125º at 2.9 mass% Mg.19) In addition, the 

intermediate layer approach is also an effective way to facilitate the wetting. Nickel is 

known to be wetted with metal. An intermediate layer of nickel on carbon fibers had 

been considered to facilitate the wetting. Ip et al. found that with nickel coating on 

graphite sheet, the contact angle of pure aluminum decreased from 140° to 4°.20) Rams 

et al. and Ryu et al. fabricated aluminum matrix composites reinforced with nickel 

coated fibers.21, 22) Coatings improved the wetting behavior of carbon fibers by molten 

aluminum because of the formation of a transient Al–Ni intermetallic compound at the 

matrix–fiber interface, limiting fiber segregation to obtain a homogeneous 

reinforcement distribution. Nickel coating also reduced the trend to form aluminum 

carbide.21-23) By incorporating nickel coated graphite particles into molten aluminum, a 

wear resistant aluminum matrix composite was produced.24, 25) While the graphite 

particles provided lubrication against wear, the aluminum–nickel intermetallic 

compound formed improved the strength of the aluminum matrix. However, there have 

been rarely research studies on the wetting between magnesium alloys and nickel 

coated carbon fiber. 

This study aims to improve the wettability of magnesium alloys with carbon fiber. 

Since the basal plane of graphite sheet is same with the surface of VGCF, the wetting 

behavior of Mg-Al alloy and Mg-Al-Ca alloys on graphite sheet was investigated. The 

wetting of Mg-Al-Ca alloys on pure nickel was investigated to explain the mechanism 

of wetting behavior between Mg-Al-Ca alloys and nickel coated graphite sheet. 
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2.2 Experimental methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

Wettability measurements were conducted by two kinds of magnesium alloys, Mg-

5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys. Magnesium alloys were cast by Permanent Mold (PM) 

with chemical compositions (mass %) shown in Table 2-1. Melting was carried out in 

an electrical furnace covering with argon gas to prevent molten magnesium from 

oxidation. High purity magnesium, aluminum and calcium were added in a mild steel 

crucible as the desired compositions. After the alloying elements were completely 

dissolved at 973 K, the melt was stirred mechanically for 2 min with a stainless-steel 

rod, and then poured into a mild steel mould which had been preheated to 573 K. The 

size of ingot was 14mm × 14 mm × 120 mm. 

 

Table 2-1 Chemical composition of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys. 

 

Nominal composition 
Analyzed contents (mass %)  

Al Ca Mg 

Mg-5Al 4.4 - Bal. 

Mg-5Al-3Ca 4.6 3.0 Bal. 

 

Microstructures of magnesium alloys were observed by optical microscopy (OM, 

Nikon Optiphot) and electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA, JXA-8900RL). 

Wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) analysis was performed to reveal the 

concentration of alloying elements. X-ray diffraction (XRD, M03XHF 22) analysis was 

carried out to identify the existing phases, and polished samples were exposed to Cu-

Kα radiation (λ=0.15418 nm) with a scanning speed of 1°/min.  

2.2.2 Substrate materials 

Wettability of magnesium alloys was tested on three different kinds of substrate 

materials, graphite sheet (Gr), nickel plate (Pure Ni) and nickel coated graphite sheet 

(Gr-Ni).  
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Surface of graphite sheet had the basal plane of (002) same with that of VGCFs, 

which was confirmed with XRD, as shown in Fig. 2-1. 

 

Fig. 2-1 X-ray diffraction profiles of (a) VGCFs and (b) basal plane of graphite sheet. 

 

Nickel plate was electrolytic grade with a minimum purity of 99% Ni and polished 

to a mirror finish.  

Nickel coating on graphite sheet was prepared by vacuum evaporation method with 

the same quality of nickel described above. Fig. 2-2 shows illustration of vacuum 

evaporation device. Graphite sheet was located under the heat source in vacuum. 

Current of the nickel heat source was about 30 A to reach the point where the nickel 

efficiently evaporates. Nickel atoms transferred to the surface of graphite sheet to grow 

films. Fig. 2-3 shows the SEM micrograph and WDS mapping of top surface and cross 

section of nickel coated graphite sheet. With about 0.01g nickel evaporated, the nickel 

coating on graphite sheet was uniform with thickness of about 2 μm. 
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Fig. 2-2 Illustration of vacuum evaporation device. 

 

 

Fig. 2-3 SEM micrograph and WDS mapping of top surface (a), (b) and cross section 

(c), (d) of nickel coated graphite sheet. 
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2.2.3 Wettability tests 

Wettability tests were carried out using sessile drop method. Contact angle (θ) made 

between magnesium alloy and the substrate was used to determine the wettability. 

Wetting relates to the contact between a liquid and a solid surface. It describes the 

ability of a liquid to spread over a solid surface. The extent of wetting is controlled by 

the thermodynamic tendency in order to minimize surface free energy. For a liquid 

droplet on a solid surface (Fig. 4a), the surface energy (tension) of different components 

can be expressed by: =  +                         (1) 

where θ is the contact angle, ,  and  are the surface tensions of solid–vapor, 

solid–liquid and liquid–vapor, respectively. For θ = 0°, the liquid droplet spreads over 

entire solid surface. At θ < 90°, the liquid droplet wets the solid. The liquid does not 

wet solid for K > 908, especially θ = 180°. Thus, a liquid can wet a solid when cos θ > 

0, or  > . 

Geometry of droplet is shown in Fig. 2-4b. Taken the droplet as a sphere, the contact 

angle (θ) was calculated by  

( )rhθ /2arctan=                        (2) 

where h is the height of the droplet, and r is the width of contact interface of the droplet 

on the substrates. Then the contact angle was verified by the value measured directly 

by the images.  

Fig. 2-5 shows the sessile drop device.19) The system was composed of a sealed 

chamber, a bottle of Ar + 3 vol.% H2 inert gas, a set of vacuum pumps, dropping tube 

and a CCD video camera or a high-speed video camera. The level of the substrate was 

confirmed by using steel ball after the substrate was set on a stand under the dropping 

tube. The dropping tube has Φ1.0 mm aperture at the bottom to drop molten metal. The 

Chamber was evacuated to 1.5 × 10−3 Pa and then heated to 1003 K with Ar + 3 vol% 

H2 shielding gas at the rate of 1.67 × 10−5 m3/s up to 1.0 × 105 Pa. The chamber was 

evacuated one more time in the middle of the heating process in order to avoid 

contamination. The specimen was moved to the bottom of dropping tube. After 180 s, 

the chamber was evacuated. Molten metal was dropped by means of a pressure 

difference between the chamber and the dropping tube. The droplet was observed with 
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a CCD camera for 600 s after dropping. 

 

Fig. 2-4 Geometry of droplet. 

 

Fig. 2-5 Illustration of sessile drop device. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Microstructure of magnesium-calcium alloys 

Figure 2-6 shows the microstructures of the Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys. 

Morphology of Mg-5Al alloy was composed of α-Mg and irregular β-Mg17Al12 

intermetallic compound along grain boundaries (Fig. 2-6(a)). In the case of containing 

calcium to the Mg-5Al alloy (Fig. 2-6(b)), the magnesium alloy exhibited a dendritic 

microstructure with Ca-containing phase along grain boundaries. WDS mapping 

images as shown in Fig. 2-6(c), show that aluminum existed at the same place of 

calcium as well as some magnesium. The existence of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase in Mg-

Al-Ca alloy have been widely recognized recently.4-6, 26, 27) The phase was identified as 

a new Laves phase with a dihexagonal C36 crystal structure that was different from 

Mg2Ca (C14, hexagonal) and Al2Ca (C15, cubic). Amerioun et al.28) indicated that with 

increasing Mg content x, the Laves phase structures of compounds CaAl2-xMgx were 

C15 (0 ≤ x < 0.24), C36 (0.66 < x < 1.07), and C14 (1.51 < x ≤ 2.0). Due to their 

similarity of crystal structures, it is difficult to distinguish (Mg, Al)2Ca phase from 

Mg2Ca and Al2Ca phases by X-ray diffraction analysis. Fig. 2-7 shows the results of 

XRD analysis. Ca-containing phases were contained in Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy, instead of 

β-Mg17Al12 phases in Mg-5Al alloy. Calcium addition caused decreasing of the β-

Mg17Al12 phase because aluminum atoms were consumed by the formation of Ca-

containing phase. 
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Fig. 2-6 Typical microstructure at the as-cast condition, showing of (a) SEM 

micrograph of Mg-5Al alloy, (b) SEM micrograph and (c) WDS mapping of Mg-5Al-

3Ca alloy. 

Fig. 2-7 X-ray diffraction profile of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys. 
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2.3.2 Contact angle of magnesium alloys on various substrates 

Figure 2-8 shows the droplets of the Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys on various 

substrates during contacting about 10 min at 1003K. Images of the droplets show that 

both the oxidation and evaporation problem of the melt encountered in previous study17, 

21) were successfully avoided during 10 min. Fig. 2-8(a) represents the Mg-5Al alloy 

droplet on graphite sheet. Mg-5Al alloy did not wet the graphite substrate and thus 

formed a spherical ball on the graphite surface.  

Contact angle between the Mg-5Al alloy and the base plate of Gr was 120°. Uozumi 

et al. 18) reported that the contact angle between magnesium and graphite was about 

120° at 1189K, and our result reasonably agreed with them. Fig. 2-8(b) shows the Mg-

5Al alloy droplet on Gr-Ni. The wetting of Mg-5Al alloy on the nickel coated surface 

was improved slightly in comparison with that on graphite sheet surface with the 

contact angle decreasing to 107°. Experiments of magnesium alloys on Pure Ni showed 

a different behavior, as shown in Fig. 2-8(c, d). Contact angles of both Mg-5Al and Mg-

5Al-3Ca alloys decreased rapidly as contact time increasing.  

Figure 2-9 shows the contact angle measurements of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys 

on various substrates as a function of holding time. On base plate of Gr, contact angles 

of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys were similar, with the value of 120° and 119°, 

respectively. They showed similar tendencies with increasing of holding time. Contact 

angles remained stable over a period of 10 min. Calcium addition showed little effect 

on the wetting of magnesium alloys on Gr. Contact angle of Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy on Gr-

Ni was about 110°. It also showed some improvement, although it was slightly larger 

than that of Mg-5Al alloy (107°). Contact angles of magnesium alloys with Gr-Ni 

showed slightly variation. On Pure Ni, initial contact angles of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-

3Ca alloys were similar and relatively large in range of 92-95°. However, the contact 

angle of the Mg-5Al alloy stabilized at 30° after about 10 min contact, while that of 

Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy stabilized at 43°. Calcium addition showed negative effect on the 

wetting of magnesium alloys on Pure Ni. To explore the reasons underlying the 

differences, the samples after sessile drop test were cut in cross-section for microscopic 

examination. 
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Fig. 2-8 Droplet of Mg-5Al alloy on (a) Gr, (b) Gr-Ni and (c) Pure Ni and (d) Mg-

5Al-3Ca alloy on Pure Ni. 

 

Fig. 2-9 Contact angle of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys on various substrates. 
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2.3.3 Wetting of magnesium alloys on nickel coated graphite sheet 

Microstructures of the droplets of Mg-5Al and Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys on nickel coated 

graphite sheet are shown in Fig. 2-10. As shown in Fig. 2-10(a, b), the interface between 

Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy droplet and graphite sheet was occupied by Ca-containing phases, 

while for Mg-5Al alloy the interface was mainly composed of magnesium. However, 

those intermetallic compounds were not supposed to affect the wetting behavior, since 

they all had dissolved before contacting. As shown in Fig. 2-10(c), there was no nickel 

observed on the surface of graphite sheet. Nickel coating had dissolved into the droplet, 

and formed intermetallic compounds. Since the quantity of nickel was low, there was 

no obvious effect observed on microstructure of the droplet of both alloys. 

 

Fig. 2-10 Microstructure of magnesium alloy droplet on Gr-Ni, showing of (a) SEM 

micrograph of Mg-5Al alloy, (b) SEM micrograph and (c) WDS mapping of Mg-5Al-

3Ca alloy. 
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2.3.4 Wetting behavior of magnesium alloys on nickel plate 

By means of wetting behavior of magnesium alloys on pure nickel, we can infer what 

happened on nickel coated graphite sheet. Fig. 2-11 shows the cross-section of the Mg-

5Al alloy droplet on substrate of Pure Ni. Fig. 2-11(a) is the macro metallographic 

image of the droplet. The white area on the bottom of the micrograph is the nickel 

substrate. The droplet, occupying the majority of the micrograph, had become a 

magnesium–nickel alloy. The thickness of nickel diffused into the magnesium alloy 

droplet was about 0.1mm after holding for 10 min. The coarser, rod-like compounds 

was identified to be Mg2Ni phase. WDS analysis shows that those Mg-Ni phases both 

inside of the droplet and on the boundary were Mg2Ni, indicated as position 1 and 2 in 

Fig. 2-11(d). Dark grey like position 3, which is the matrix, also contains flake-like Ni-

containing phase. These fine precipitates formed during cooling after the test. In 

addition, there was an interesting phenomenon that the Al-Ni compounds formed a band, 

as shown in Fig. 2-11(b) by the arrows. 

Based on the observed results, schematic of the wetting behavior of magnesium 

alloys on pure nickel is shown in Fig. 2-12. The wetting between magnesium alloy and 

nickel under chemical non-equilibrium condition occurs. Non-equilibrium develops 

because both the solid and liquid phases are unsaturated with respect to each other. 

During the non-equilibrium dynamic conditions, an interfacial reaction or diffusion of 

a component from one bulk phase to the other results in the lowering of the 

corresponding interfacial tensions.29) Therefore, when the magnesium alloy is contacted 

with the nickel, nickel atoms diffuse into the melt of magnesium alloy, and then the 

melt turns to an Mg-Al-Ni ternary system. Nickel transfer across the interface results 

in a decrease in the interfacial free energy and the interfacial tension. Thus, the contact 

angle of the droplet on nickel plate decreases continuously until the system reaches a 

state of chemical equilibrium. According to the magnesium-nickel phase diagram, at 

1003K, nickel becomes saturated in magnesium when the dissolved concentration of 

nickel rises to about 24 at. %. When nickel saturation occurs, the interfacial tension 

gradually increases toward their static values. Then, spreading of the droplet stops, 

while Mg2Ni intermetallic compound begins to form. In addition, Al3Ni intermetallic 

compounds forms at first which has a higher eutectic temperature of 1003K according 
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to Mg-Al-Ni ternary phase diagram. But the reason to form a band should be studied 

more in the future. 

 

 

Fig. 2-11 Microstructure of Mg-5Al alloy droplet on Pure Ni. (a) overall view, (b), (c) 

SEM micrograph and d) WDS analysis (Atom (%)) showing chemical composition of 

various phases in droplet. 

 

 

Fig. 2-12 Schematic of the wetting behavior of magnesium alloys on pure nickel. 
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2.3.5 Effect of calcium addition on wetting behavior of magnesium 
alloys 

Microstructure of the Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy droplet on Pure Ni was similar to that of 

Mg-5Al alloy, as shown in Fig. 2-13. Coarser Mg2Ni compounds were major 

components. WDS quantitative analysis of position 2 in Fig. 2-13(b) shows that calcium 

elements mainly distributed in the matrix of the droplet, and fine Ca-containing 

precipitates were possibly formed. Calcium addition showed little effect on the initial 

contact angle of magnesium alloy on Pure Ni, while it showed a negative effect after 

contacting for several minutes. Initial contact angle can be considered as a non-reactive 

wetting. The interfacial areas for the system are associated only with the interfacial 

tension. It seems that calcium addition has little influence on the non-reactive wetting 

of magnesium alloys on Pure Ni. During contacting, existence of calcium may hinder 

the diffusion rate of nickel, and reduce the solubility of nickel in magnesium alloy. Thus, 

the calcium addition shows negative effects on the wetting of magnesium alloy on Pure 

Ni. Calcium addition also hinders the spread of magnesium alloy droplet on Gr-Ni. The 

contact angle of Mg-5Al alloy on Gr-Ni increased from 107° to 110° for 3 mass% 

Calcium additions. 

Since initial contact angle is in the case of non-reactive wetting, the contact angle of 

magnesium alloy on Gr-Ni should have been, at least, equal to the initial contact angle 

on Pure Ni. But contact angle of Mg-5Al alloy on Gr-Ni (107°) was much larger than 

that on Pure Ni (30°), even larger than the initial contact angle on Pure Ni (about 94°). 

In consideration of the transient reaction between the droplet and nickel, there are two 

possibilities to explain this question. One is that the nickel coating diffuses rapidly into 

the droplet, thus the wetting of Mg-5Al alloy and Gr-Ni turns to that of Mg-Al-Ni alloy 

and Gr. The other one is that the measured 94° is the contact angle of Mg-Ni alloy on 

Pure Ni, and in this case, the actual contact angle at initial contact between Mg-5Al 

alloy and Pure Ni should be larger than 94°. 
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Fig. 2-13 (a) SEM micrograph of Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy droplet on Pure Ni and (b) WDS 

analysis (Atom (%)) showing chemical composition of various phases in droplet. 
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2.4 Summary 

(1) Microstructure of Mg-5Al alloy consisted of β-Mg17Al12 intermetallic phase in 

the α-Mg matrix. Additions of 3 mass% Calcium suppressed the formation of the β 

phases, and encouraged the formation of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phases in the shape of 

continuous network. 

(2) Mg-Al alloys did not wet graphite sheet with the contact angle of about 120°. The 

droplet of magnesium alloy on Pure Ni spread rapidly. Improvement of wettability of 

magnesium alloy on Gr-Ni was achieved through the dissolution of nickel into the 

liquid magnesium alloy at the interface between droplet and substrate.  

(3) Mechanism for the wetting behavior between liquid magnesium alloys and solid 

nickel at 1003 K was proposed. Nickel dissolved into magnesium alloy during 

contacting. Spreading of the droplet stopped when nickel saturation occurred and 

Mg2Ni intermetallic compound began to form.  

(4) Calcium addition had no effect on the wetting of magnesium alloy on Gr, while 

it showed negative effect on the Pure Ni, and slightly hindered the spread of magnesium 

alloy droplet on Gr-Ni. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Magnesium matrix composite is one of the lowest density metal matrix composites, 

and has high specific strength, specific stiffness and excellent mechanical, physical 

properties 1). It has been the focus of metal-matrix composites (MMCs) field, and 

applied to the field of aerospace, automobile and military industry. Carbon fibers 

possess excellent mechanical, thermal properties and low density 2). Among various 

short carbon fibers, vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCFs) are increasingly used in 

various composites owing to their excellent properties and low cost 3). Based on 

magnesium alloys development for elevated temperature application, the magnesium-

calcium alloy-based composites reinforced with VGCFs are supposed to possess 

satisfactory high-temperature properties. 

Liquid-metal impregnation method such as squeeze casting enable highly formable 

metal-matrix composites (MMCs) to be efficiently fabricated. The high pressure during 

squeeze casting process can effectively facilitate wetting, and eliminate defects 4). 

However, the squeeze casting process needs complex facilities and is high cost. The 

high pressure can also cause fiber fracture and/or inhomogeneous fiber distribution. 

Besides, a preform with high compressive strength is needed. On the other hand, the 

low pressure infiltration (LPI) process is one of the promising infiltration methods by 

using low applied pressure 5). It was also known that the LPI process for the composite 

materials enabled relatively simple facilities, cost-effective and complex shape 

fabrication. Moreover, a porous preform can be used to decrease the infiltration pressure. 

What is more, nickel coating on graphite can improve the wettability with magnesium 

alloy 6). 

In the present study, wettability of the basal plane of graphite and nickel coated 

graphite against molten magnesium alloy was examined. Moreover, by the measured 

contact angle, the threshold pressure for infiltration molten magnesium alloy into 

VGCF preform was estimated. The porous VGCF preforms were prepared, and the 

compression test on the preform was carried out in order to determine the infiltration 

pressure. Moreover, VGCF reinforced magnesium matrix composites was fabricated by 

infiltration of magnesium alloy into nickel coated porous preform. 
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3.2 Experimental methods 

3.2.1 Manufacturing of VGCF porous preforms 

150-nm-diameter, 10-20-μm-length VGCFs (Showa Denko Co., Japan) and as-

received 2-μm diameter mesophase pitch (MP) microparticles (JFE Chemical Co., 

Japan) were used to fabricate the VGCF preform. MP was used as the crosslinker, and 

NaCl (180~355μm) was used as the spacer material. Fig. 3-1 shows the schematic 

illustration of the sintering process and preform specimen. The NaCl, VGCFs and MP 

powders with the composition of the preforms as shown in Tab. 3-1 were mechanically 

mixed for 10min. Then the mixture was put into a 10-mm-diameter graphite mold, and 

pressed at 64 MPa. The molded mixture was then heated at 773K for 1.5h. Sintered 

compact was then immersed into distilled water to dissolve NaCl, and formed porous 

VGCF-MP preform. 

 

Tab. 3-1 Composition (wt. %) of the preforms. 

 

NaCl:Powders 
Powders 

VGCF:MP 

1 

7:3 

3:7 

2 5:5 

3 7:3 

4 
8:2 

3:7 

5 5:5 

6 9:1 3:7 

 

Fig. 3-1 Schematic illustration of the sintering process and preform specimen. 
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3.2.2 Nickel coating of VGCF preforms 

Nickel coating was prepared on the pore walls inside of the preform by an electroless 

deposition process. Prior to electroless plating, the preform was pre-treated. The 

preform was degreased rosin with acetone and rinsed with pure water. Then they were 

etched with 1.69 mol dm-3 HNO3, sensitized with a 5.9×10-2 mol dm-3 SnCl2·2H2O + 

0.24 mol dm-3 HCl solution, and activated with a 2.3×10-3 mol dm-3 PdCl2 + 0.48 mol 

dm-3 HCl solution. After filtration and rinsing, the preform was immersed in a nickel 

electroless plating bath at 363K. Fig. 3-2 shows the illustration of the equipment for 

electroless deposition. The pH of the bath was adjusted to 6.5 by the addition of NH3 

solution. All the solution was pumped through the preform. After rinsing, electroless 

plated preform was dried for 60 min at 363K.  

Compression test of the porous preform was carried out with the Shimadzu universal 

testing machine (Autograph DCS-R-5000). The test was performed at room 

temperature with the crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min. The compressive strength and 

compressive behavior can be used to determine the infiltration pressure of the molten 

Mg. In infiltration process, the buckling strength and elastic modulus of the VGCF 

preform are important factor to prevent buckle by threshold pressure and minimize 

compressive deformation of the VGCF preform. 

Fig. 3-2 Illustration of the equipment for electroless deposition. 
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3.2.3 Low pressure infiltration 

Magnesium matrix composite was fabricated with infiltrating magnesium alloy into 

the Ni-coated porous preform by low pressure infiltration method. Fig. 3-3 shows the 

illustration of the equipment for low pressure infiltration. The alloy and preform were 

placed in a die, and preheated to 973K to melt the alloy. Then the pressure was applied 

to infiltrate molten metal into the preform. Low pressure infiltration parameters are 

shown in Table 3-2. 

 

Fig. 3-3 Illustration of the equipment for low pressure infiltration. 

 

Tab. 3-2 Conditions of low pressure infiltration. 

 
 Parameter 

Infiltrating temperature (K) 973 

Atmosphere Argon 

Pressure (MPa) 1 

Pressure time (min) 10 

Cooling rate Furnace cooling 
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3.2.4 Microstructure and property evaluation 

Microstructure of the preform and magnesium matrix composite was observed using 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi, S-5200, 6-15kV) and electron probe 

micro-analyzer (EPMA, JXA-8900RL). 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Microstructure of VGCF preforms 

Figures 3-4 shows the microstructure of the porous VGCF preform with different 

composition. Pores were generated with the dissolution of NaCl particles. As ahown in 

Fig. 3-4, the pores were square shape and size of 180-350 μm, same with NaCl particle. 

With NaCl content increasing, the amount of the pores increased obviously. 

Accordingly, the porosity of the preform increased. Furthermore, the pores turned to 

open pores which are connect with other pores. 

As shown in Fig. 3-5, when the ratio of VGCF and MP was 3:7, the MP enclosed 

rather than bridged the VGCFs. It showed some large lumps of MP including VGCFs. 

the MP bridged the VGCFs which were randomly oriented. The VGCFs could also be 

bridged together with 30% MP, although the preform was weak. The MP transformed 

into a liquid crystalline material when heated in the range 623-773 K and thereafter 

hardened into “coke” 8). 
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Fig. 3-4 Microstructure of the preform with different composition. 
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Fig. 3-5 Microstructure of the preform with VGCF:MP of (a) 3:7, (b) 5:5, and (c) 7:3. 
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3.3.2 Compressive property of VGCF preforms 

Figure 3-6 shows the compressive stress-strain curves of the porous preform. In the 

first elastic deformation region, stress increased linearly with increasing strain. The 

yield strength of preform with different composition were similar, with the value about 

2 MPa. Then a long plateau of plastic deformation with slight stress fluctuation 

generated. Compression and fracture of the pores started to occur to absorb energy 

against the applied load, with the presence of some small cracks, as indicated by red 

circle in Fig. 3-6. When compressive strain developed to about 15%, a final 

densification region is observed where the stress raised rapidly to a peak value. Then 

the compressive strength began to decrease, due to the appearance of the penetrating 

cracks, as indicated by white circle in Fig. 3-6. 

Figure 3-7 shows the compressive stress-strain curves of the porous preform with 

different weight fraction. The maximum stress of preform decreased, with the porosity 

increasing from 70% to 90%. Even a peak stress was not formed, in the condition of 

90% porosity. On the other hand, the preform with the VGCF content of 30% showed 

similar maximum stress with the 50% VGCF preform, although the bonding area of MP 

and VGCFs was relatively wide. However, when the VGCF content increase to 70%, 

small cracks continuously occur from the beginning of the compressive test, combing 

with little elastic deformation and plastic deformation. 

 

Fig. 3-6 Compressive stress-strain curves of preform with VGCF:MP of 5:5. 
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Fig. 3-7 Compressive stress-strain curves of preform with different composition. 
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3.3.3 Nickel coating in porous VGCF preform 

The nickel coated preform is shown in Fig. 3-8. As shown in the cross-section of the 

preform, almost all of the pores walls were covered with nickel coating. The thickness 

of the nickel coating was about 1-2 μm. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-8 (a) Horizontal section, (b) vertical section, and (c), (d) compo image of the 

nickel coated preform. 
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3.3.4 VGCF reinforced magnesium composites 

Fig. 3-9 shows the bottom surface of the composites after infiltration. For the preform 

without Ni-coating (Fig. 3-9a, b), only a part of the preform was infiltrated with the 

matrices. But for the preform with Ni-coating (Fig. 3-9c, d), it was infiltrated 

completely. Thus, fabrication of VGCF reinforced magnesium composites by low 

pressure infiltration was succeeded. These kinds of composites fabricated by low 

pressure infiltration have not been reported. In addition, the compressive deformation 

of VGCF preforms was not found in the obtained composites. 

Fig. 3-10 shows the microstructure of the composite after infiltration for Ni-coated 

preform. Nickel coating diffused into the magnesium alloys during infiltration. Al3Ni 

intermetallic compounds form and aggregate on the walls of the preform. Along grain 

boundaries, Mg2Ni phase forms instead of (Mg, Al)2Ca phase. 

 

Fig. 3-9 The bottom surface of the composites after infiltration for a) preform without 

Ni-coating and b) Ni-coated preform. 
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Fig. 3-10 Microstructure of the composite after infiltration for Ni-coated preform. 

 

3.3.5 Calculation of threshold pressure for infiltration 

Figure 3-11 shows the droplets of the Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys on various substrates 

during contacting about 10 min at 1003K. Fig. 3-11a represents the Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy 

droplets on the base plate of graphite sheet. Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy did not wet the graphite 

substrate and thus formed a spherical ball on the graphite surface with a contact angle 

of 119°. Fig. 3-11b shows the Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy droplets on nickel coated graphite 

sheet. The wetting of Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy on the graphite surface with about 2 μm thick 

nickel coating was improved slightly with the contact angle decreasing to 110°. 

Improvement of wettability of magnesium alloy on Gr-Ni was achieved through the 

dissolution of nickel into the liquid magnesium alloy at the interface between droplet 

and substrate. When the contact angle is more than 90º, external force is necessary to 

infiltrate molten metal into carbon fibers. The work of external force per unit area, W, 

can be estimated by using Young’s equation  =  −  =  −   

where θ (deg.) is contact angle between molten metal and carbon fibers, and ,  

and  are solid/liquid, solid/vapor and liquid/vapor interfacial energies, respectively. 

With nickel coating on graphite sheet, the wettability of magnesium alloy was improved, 
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and the contact angle became smaller. Thus, the necessary work of external force to 

infiltrate molten metal into carbon fibers was decreased. 

 

Fig. 3-11 Droplet of Mg-5Al-3Ca alloy on (a) Gr and (b) Gr-Ni. 

 

To compare the threshold pressure with the applied pressure to the VGCF preform, 

the threshold pressure was estimated. The threshold pressure Pc 9) was described by = − ∗  

S is the fiber surface area per unit volume of metal matrix. In the condition of porous 

preform, S can be taken as the surface area of the pores per unit volume of metal matrix. 

For the cube pores of edge length a occupying a porosity Vp, = 6
 

Thus, the final expression is: = − 6
 

For the surface tension of pure magnesium, 0.559 N/m was used for a first 

approximation. The minimum size edge length of the NaCl particle 180 μm was used 

as a. For the contact angle, experimental values of contact angle on the basal plane of 

Gr and Gr-Ni were used. Taken the contact angle on the basal plane of Gr as 119°, the 

estimated threshold pressure Pc–Gr was 0.010 MPa. This is much smaller than the 

applied pressure 1MPa. It is because in this model, all pores are taken as perforative 

pores. Actually, the through-hole between the pores in the preform should be much 

smaller than 180 μm. So, the actual threshold pressure must be larger than the estimated 

a) b)

2cm
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value. In addition, even with the shielding gas, oxidation could form on the surface of 

magnesium alloy. The oxidation could hinder the wetting of magnesium and preform. 

Thus, under the applied pressure 1MPa, the molten magnesium alloy infiltrated into the 

preform, but it was difficult to infiltrate the preform completely. With nickel coating, 

the wettability of magnesium alloy on the preform was improved. For the contact angle 

on Gr-Ni of 110°, the estimated threshold pressure Pc–Gr-Ni was 0.7 Pc–Gr. With nickel 

coating, the preform was infiltrated with the magnesium alloy completely. 
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3.4 Summary 

The effect of nickel coating on infiltration behavior of magnesium alloy into VGCF 

preform was investigated. Fabrication of VGCF-reinforced magnesium alloy 

composites was carried out by low pressure infiltration. The result was shown as follow: 

(1) Wettability of Mg-5Al-3Ca alloys on graphite sheet was poor with contact angle 

of about 119°. With nickel coating on graphite sheet, the contact angel decreased to 

110°. 

(2) Infiltration pressure for magnesium alloy into porous VGCF preform was 

determined to be 1 MPa, considering with both the estimated threshold pressure and the 

compression strength of the preform. Magnesium alloy was successfully infiltrated into 

nickel coated porous preform, while the magnesium alloy was partially infiltrated into 

the preform without nickel coating. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCFs) possess attractive mechanical, electrical, and 

thermal properties, with a carbon structure similar to that of carbon nanotubes.1, 2) 

VGCFs have attracted much attention in various fields, and have been particularly 

considered as an ideal candidate for the reinforcement of multifunctional composites 

and engineering applications. Recent studies on the use of carbon nanofibers in light 

metal matrix composites have mainly involved the enhancement of the mechanical 

properties,3, 4) along with the modification of the electrical conductivity,5, 6) thermal 

conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion.7, 8) 

A magnesium matrix composite has one of the lowest densities of metal matrix 

composites, has along with a high specific strength and specific stiffness, and excellent 

mechanical and physical properties. It has been given attention in the metal-matrix 

composite field, and applied in the aerospace, automotive, and military filed. Mg-Al-

Ca alloys have been developed for elevated temperature applications.9-12) The addition 

of calcium significantly improves their high-temperature strength, creep resistance, and 

oxidation resistances. To enhance the strength and rigidity of the matrix, VGCFs can be 

used to reinforce Mg-Al-Ca alloy, which are supposed to give them satisfactory 

mechanical properties at both room and elevated temperatures. 

Among the variety of manufacturing processes available for discontinuous metal 

matrix composites, stir casting is easily adaptable and economically viable. Its 

advantages lie in its simplicity, flexibility, and applicability to large-volume production. 

However, there are some problems associated with the stir casting of metal matrix 

composites, including poor wettability and the heterogeneous distribution of the 

reinforcement material.  

The poor wettability of the reinforcement in the melt prevents the reinforcement from 

infiltrating the molten matrix, with the result that it simply floats on the melt surface. 

This is due to the surface tension, very large specific surface area, and high interfacial 

energy of the reinforcements, along with the presence of oxide films on the melt surface. 

Compo-casting is a liquid state process in which the infiltration of reinforcement into a 

semi-solid metal (SSM) can be facilitated by means of agitation. In this process, after 
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the material is completely melted, the melt is cooled to a semi-solid state, and the 

preheated reinforcements are added and mixed. Then, the slurry is again heated to a 

fully liquid state and mixed thoroughly. Reduced fluidity can be achieved in the SSM 

by means of shearing.13) The primary solid particles already formed in the SSM can 

mechanically entrap the reinforcing particles, prevent their gravity segregation, and 

reduce their agglomeration,14−16) which will result in better distribution of the 

reinforcement particles. 

The uniform distribution of the reinforcement within the matrix and its bond strength 

with the matrix are essential structural requirements for a stronger metal matrix 

composite. The wettability and distribution of the reinforcement become more difficult 

because of the small size of VGCFs. This is due to the large surface area and surface 

energy of the particles, which cause an increasing tendency for agglomeration. Thus, 

an intermediate layer of nickel is coated on the carbon fibers to facilitate the wetting. 

Liquid metals almost always wet solid metals, and the highest wettability is found in 

the case of mutual solubility or the formation of inter-metallic compounds. Infiltration 

is thus made easier by the desorption of a metallic coating on the surface of the 

reinforcing solid.17) Nickel is frequently used for coating reinforcement particles used 

with aluminum-based composites.18-21) It has been found that nickel coatings can 

improve the wetting behavior of carbon fibers by molten aluminum and limit fiber 

segregation to obtain a homogeneous reinforcement distribution. Our previous study 

revealed that an improvement in the wettability of a magnesium alloy on a nickel-coated 

graphite sheet was achieved through the dissolution of the nickel into the liquid 

magnesium alloy.22) 

In this study, Ni-coated VGCF-reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy composites were 

fabricated using a compo-casting process. Then, the effects of the Ni-coated VGCFs on 

the microstructure and mechanical properties of the magnesium alloy were investigated, 

as well as the strengthening mechanism of the Ni-coated VGCF-reinforced Mg-Al-Ca 

alloy composites. 
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4.2 Experimental methods 

4.2.1 Materials 

Magnesium-calcium alloys are used as the matrix. Some research indicated that when 

the calcium level was about 1%, casting defects such as cold shuts, hot cracking, and 

die sticking of Mg-Al-Ca alloys were very severe. However, such problems diminished 

or significantly reduced when calcium levels were above 2%. Thus, the magnesium 

alloys used as the matrix alloys are with calcium levels above 2%. The Mg-5Al and 

Mg-5Al-3Ca (AX53) alloys were fabricated by Permanent Mold casting. The Mg-6Al-

2Ca (AZX612) alloy (Gonda Metal Industry Co. Ltd.) is used for comparison. The 

chemical compositions (mass %) of the magnesium alloys are shown in Table 4-1. 

 

Table 4-1 Chemical composition of magnesium alloys. 

Nominal 
composition  

Analyzed contents (mass %) 

Al Ca Zn Mn Mg 

Mg-5Al 4.4 - - - Bal. 

AZX612 6.0 2.0 1.0 0.3 Bal. 

AX53 4.6 3.0 - - Bal. 

 

The carbon nanofibers used are commercially available VGCFs (Showa Denko Co. 

Ltd.). These VGCFs were typically 100–200 nm in diameter and 10–20 μm in length. 

The configurations and physical properties of the VGCFs are listed in Table 4-2. 

 

Table 4-2 Shape and physical properties of VGCF. 

 VGCF 

Diameter, d/μm 0.15 

Fiber length, L/μm 10 20 

Aspect ratio 10 500 

Specific surface area, Sm/×103 m2·kg-1 13 

True density, ρ/ 103 kg m-3 2 
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4.2.2 Electroless deposition process 

The VGCFs were coated with nickel using an electroless deposition process. Prior to 

this electroless plating, the VGCFs were pre-treated. To remove any rosin, 10 g dm-3 of 

VGCFs were placed in acetone and subjected to ultrasonic treatment. The VGCFs were 

dispersed homogeneously in the solution, filtered using a paper filter, and rinsed with 

pure water. Then, they were etched with 1.69 mol dm-3 HNO3 for 5 min, sensitized with 

a 5.9×10-2 mol dm-3 SnCl2·2H2O + 0.24 mol dm-3 HCl solution for 5 min, and activated 

with a 2.3×10-3 mol dm-3 PdCl2 + 0.48 mol dm-3 HCl solution for 5 min. After filtration 

and rinsing, the VGCFs were immersed in a nickel electroless plating bath. The pH of 

the bath was adjusted to 6.5 by the addition of an NH3 solution. Electroless plating was 

performed for 15 min at 385K under ultrasonic treatment. After filtration and rinsing 

with methanol, the electroless-plated VGCFs were dried for 120 min at 363 K.  

The material deposited by the electroless process was then examined using an 

electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA, JXA-8900RL) equipped with a wavelength-

dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) detector. An X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was 

carried out using Cu-Kα radiation (k = 1.54056 Å) at a scanning speed of 1°/min. 

 

4.2.3 Stir casting process for magnesium alloy 

Magnesium alloys were cast by permanent mold (PM) casting. Fig. 4-1 shows the 

illustration of the melt stirring machine. Melting was carried out in an electrical furnace 

covering with argon gas to prevent molten magnesium from oxidation. High purity 

magnesium, aluminum and calcium were added in a mild steel crucible as the desired 

compositions. After the alloying elements were completely dissolved at 973 K, the melt 

was stirred mechanically for 2 min with a stainless-steel rod, and then poured into a 

mild steel mold, as shown in Fig. 4-2, which had been preheated to 573 K. The size of 

ingot was 14mm × 14 mm × 120 mm. 
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Fig. 4-1 Schematic illustration of the melt stirring equipment. 

 

Fig. 4-2 Illustration of the mold. 

 

4.2.4 Compo-casting process for composites 

The Ni-coated VGCF-reinforced magnesium-calcium alloy composites were 

fabricated using a compo-casting process. Compo-casting is a liquid state process in 

which the infiltration of reinforcement into semi-solid metal (SSM) can be facilitated 

by means of agitation. In this process, after totally melted, the melt is then cooled down 

to a semi-solid state. From the phase diagrams, as shown in Fig. 4-3, 4-4, the 

temperature is determined to be 873K. 
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Fig. 4-3 Al-Mg phase diagram. 

 

Fig. 4-4 Al-Ca-Mg phase diagram. 

 

Fig. 4-5 shows the process of compo-casting. A charge of 50 g of the magnesium 

alloy was placed in a mild steel crucible preheated to 673 K in an electric resistance 

furnace. Argon gas was allowed to pass through the furnace to avoid burning the Mg 

during melting. The furnace temperature was raised to 973 K and held for about 30 min. 

The melt was homogenized for 2 min by stirring. Then the temperature was brought 

down to around 873 K, and Ni-coated VGCFs (0.5, 1.0 wt%) wrapped in Al foil were 

added to the melt during stirring. After 20 min, the melt was again rapidly heated to 973 

K rapidly. The melt was stirred for 20 min after a semi-solid metal achieved. The 

composite melt was then hold for 10 min and poured into a permanent steel mold to 

form a 120 mm × 14 mm × 14 mm ingot. 
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Fig. 4-5 Process of compo-casting. 

 

Table 4-3 Theoretical composition of the composites. 

 

Material VGCFs Ni 

Mg alloy 0 0 

0.5%Ni@VGCFs/Mg alloy 0.5 wt. % 1.7 wt. % 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs/ Mg alloy 1.0 wt. % 3.5 wt.% 

 

4.2.5 Microstructure observation 

The as-cast magnesium alloys and composites were cut into various specimens for 

the following analyses. The microstructures of the magnesium alloys and composites 

were observed using the EPMA and a scanning electron microscope (FEI Siron200 

SEM). The specimens of as-cast alloy were etched in a hydrochloric acid solution (5% 

HCl+95% alcohol). The average grain size was measured using Image-Pro Plus 5.0 

software. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Characterization of VGCFs and Ni-coated VGCFs 

Figure 4-6 shows SEM micrographs of the raw VGCFs and electroless nickel-plated 

VGCFs. The nickel was homogeneously deposited on the VGCFs, resulting in nickel-

coated VGCF powder (Fig. 4-6b) with a larger diameter than the raw VGCFs (Fig. 4-

6a). A qualitative analysis using WDS showed the presence of about 70 wt% nickel in 

the Ni-coated VGCFs. Phosphorus, at about 1–2 wt%, was present in the nickel coatings. 

Figure 4-7 shows XRD patterns of the VGCFs and Ni-coated VGCFs. The Ni-coated 

VGCFs exhibit broad humps corresponding to nanocrystals or some amorphous nickel. 

Fig. 4-6 Microstructures of (a) raw VGCFs and (b) Nickel-coated VGCFs obtained by 

electroless deposition with WDS analysis. 
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Fig. 4-7 X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) raw VGCFs and (b) nickel-coated VGCFs. 
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4.3.2 Microstructures of Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

Figure 4-8 shows the microstructures of the Mg-5Al, AZX612, and AX53 alloys. 

Morphology of Mg-5Al alloy was composed of α-Mg and irregular β-Mg17Al12 

intermetallic compound along grain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 4-8a, b and c. In the 

case of containing calcium to the Mg-5Al alloy (Fig. 4-8d-i), the magnesium alloy 

exhibited a dendritic microstructure with Ca-containing phase along grain boundaries. 

The coarse lamellar phase with bright contrast formed along the grain boundaries 

instead of the irregular β phase in the Mg-5Al alloy. With the help of Image-Pro Plus 

5.0 software, the volume fractions of precipitates in the as-cast AZX612 and AX53 are 

measured, which are 20.4%, and 24.7%, respectively. It means that the number of 

secondary phases along grain boundaries increases with increasing Ca/Al ratio. WDS 

mapping images as shown in Fig. 4-8e and h, show that aluminum existed at the same 

place of calcium as well as some magnesium. For the as-cast AZX612 alloy, WDS 

analysis as shown in Fig. 4-8f, shows that the composition of the coarse lamellar 

secondary phase is 30.6Mg–48.2Al–21.2Ca, which may correspond to (Mg, Al)2Ca. 

For the as-cast AX53 alloy, the secondary phase shows similar morphology with that in 

AZX612 alloy. WDS analysis (Fig. 4-8i) shows that the composition is 47.2Mg–

34.1Al–18.7Ca, which may correspond to (Mg, Al)2Ca. 

The as-cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys exhibit dendritic microstructure. The alloys are prone 

to segregation due to relatively wide temperature spans between the liquid and the solid 

curves. Large crystals of α-Mg phase form under nonequilibrium solidification 

conditions. Al and Ca admixture is pushed away to the front of solid/liquid interface 

and dendrite clearance until the condition of eutectic solidification was satisfied. 

Calcium addition caused decreasing of the β-Mg17Al12 phase because the formation of 

Ca-containing phase consumed aluminum atoms. The solidification pathways of Mg–

Al–Ca system alloys by thermal analysis confirmed that the category of Ca-containing 

phase mainly depends on Ca content and Ca/Al ratio. With increasing the Ca/Al ratio, 

these phases transform from Al2Ca to (Mg, Al)2Ca and Mg2Ca. Ninomiya et al. 9) 

indicated that, for the Ca/Al ratios of less than 0.8, Al2Ca is the only phase that would 

be formed in the Mg–Al alloys after Ca additions. Higher values of Ca, would lead to 
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the formation of both Mg2Ca and Al2Ca in the microstructure. Another research by Luo 

et al. 10) showed that the second phase (Mg, Al)2Ca can be formed in the Mg–5Al–2Ca 

and Mg–5Al–3Ca alloys, even though the Ca/Al ratio is lower than 0.8. The existence 

of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase in Mg-Al-Ca alloy have been widely recognized recently.10-

12) The phase was identified as a ternary Laves phase with a dihexagonal C36 crystal 

structure that was different from other Laves phases such as Mg2Ca (C14, hexagonal) 

and Al2Ca (C15, cubic). It has been further shown that this phase, after prolonged 

exposures to elevated temperatures, would transform to Al2Ca with C15 structure 

through a shear-assisted transformation without significant change in the morphology 

of the phases. Computational thermodynamics and experimental investigations have 

shown that Al2Ca with a C15 structure is stable in the equilibrium condition. However, 

for the high cooling rates of the melts it is possible to have (Mg, Al)2Ca with a C36 

structure. According to the solidification paths of Mg-Al-Ca ternary alloys calculated 

by Luo et al. 10), as shown in Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-10, the AX52 alloy has a L  α-Mg 

+ (Mg, Al)2Ca + Mg17Al12 eutectic reaction, while AX53 alloy has a different ternary 

eutectic reaction L  α-Mg + (Mg, Al)2Ca + Mg2Ca, where Mg2Ca is formed instead 

of the Mg17Al12. 

Combining with our experimental results, for the AZX612 alloy with an Ca/Al ratio 

of 0.33, the intermetallic compounds mainly consist of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase, and the 

presence of Mg17Al12 can be inferred. For the AX53 alloy (Ca/Al ratio equals 0.6), the 

intermetallic compounds mainly consist of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase with small amount 

of Mg2Ca phase. 
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Fig. 4-8 Microstructure at the as-cast condition, showing of (a) Optical image, (b) 

SEM micrograph, and (c) WDS mapping of Mg-5Al alloy; (d), (f) SEM micrograph 

and WDS analysis, and (e) WDS mapping of AZX612 alloy; (g), (i) SEM micrograph 

and WDS analysis, and (h) WDS mapping of AX53 alloy. 
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Fig. 4-9 Calculated Mg-Al-Ca liquidus projection and the solidification paths of the 

experimental Mg-Al-Ca alloys 10). 

Fig. 4-10 Temperature vs. fraction solid diagram of the Mg-Al-Ca alloys 10). 
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4.3.3 Microstructures of Mg-Al-Ca alloy composites 

Figure 4-11 shows the microstructures of the as-cast Ni-coated VGCF-reinforced 

AX53 alloy composites. Fig. 4-11a, c and e show the SEM images of the 0.5% 

Ni@VGCFs/AX53 composites. There are also some (Mg, Al)2Ca compounds 

distributed along the grain boundaries. In addition, some cube-shaped Al3Ni particles 

with an orthorhombic structure were generated both inside grains and on grain 

boundaries, because Al-Ni intermetallic compounds prefer to form in the Mg-Al-Ni 

binary system.23) However, the Al3Ni particles were not evenly distributed, especially 

in the 1.0% VGCF composites (Fig. 4-11b, d and f). There were also areas in which the 

VGCFs were not evenly dispersed and formed clusters, as shown in Fig. 4-11a and b. 

Even with the nickel coating on the VGCFs, it was difficult to perfectly disperse the 

VGCFs using mechanical agitation. The microstructures of the as-cast Ni-coated 

VGCF-reinforced AZX612 alloy composites are similar with AX53 composites, as 

shown in Fig. 4-12. (Mg, Al)2Ca compounds distributed along the grain boundaries, 

while some cube-shaped Al3Ni particles formed both inside grains and on grain 

boundaries. 

The distributions of the grain sizes in the composites, as well as the average grain 

sizes were calculated and shown in Fig. 4-13. With an increase in the amount of Ni-

coated VGCFs, the grain size of the composite decreased, along with the range of the 

grain distribution. This indicated that Ni-coated VGCFs have an effect on the grain 

refinement of the Mg-Al-Ca alloys. On one hand, this was because, as heterogeneous 

nuclei, the VGCFs promoted nucleation during the magnesium alloy crystallization. On 

the other hand, a large amount of dispersively distributed VGCFs impeded the grain 

growth. 
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Fig. 4-11 Microstructures and WDS analysis of as-cast (a), (c), (e) 

0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53, and (b), (d), (f) 1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AX53. 
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Fig. 4-12 Microstructures of as-cast (a), (c) 0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AZX612, and (b), (d) 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AZX612. 
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Fig. 4-13 Distribution of grain sizes and average grain sizes of (a) AX53, (c) 

0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53, (e) 1.0%Ni@VGCFs/ AX53, (b), AZX612, (d) 

0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AZX612, and (f) 1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AZX612. 
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4.3.4 Wetting and dispersion behavior of compo-casting process 

Figure 4-14 shows the wetting and dispersion of the Ni-coated VGCFs in metal melts. 

The preliminary mix of the Ni-coated VGCFs into the SSM was facilitated by compo-

casting process. The primary solid particles already formed in the SSM increased the 

melt viscosity and mechanically entrapped the reinforcements in the SSM. During this 

process, the Ni-coated VGCFs existed mostly in the form of clusters. Then, the slurry 

was again heated to a fully liquid state and mechanically mixed, which further dispersed 

the Ni-coated VGCF clusters. Moreover, according to our previous work,22) a nickel 

coating on graphite improves the wettability of a magnesium alloy through the 

dissolution of nickel into the liquid magnesium alloy. With nickel coatings diffused into 

the metal, a homogeneous VGCF distribution and high bond strength with the matrix 

were obtained. In addition, Al3Ni intermetallic compounds formed during casting. 

 

 
Fig. 4-14 Schematic of the wetting and dispersion of Ni-coated VGCFs in metal 

melts. 
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4.4 Summary 

(1) Nickel-coated VGCFs were prepared using an electroless plating process, with 

the nickel homogeneously deposited on the VGCFs. 

(2) Microstructure of Mg-5Al alloy consisted of β-Mg17Al12 intermetallic phase in 

the α-Mg matrix. With the additions of calcium, the Mg-Al-Ca alloy exhibited a 

dendritic microstructure with calcium-containing phases along the grain boundaries 

which suppressed the formation of the Mg17Al12 phases. With increasing Ca/Al ratio, 

the volume fraction of the second phase in the as-cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys increases, and 

the main second phase is (Mg, Al)2Ca with a coarse lamellar structure. 

(3) Nickel-coated VGCFs were prepared using an electroless plating process, with 

the nickel homogeneously deposited on the VGCFs. Ni-coated VGCF-reinforced Mg-

Al-Ca composites were fabricated using the compo-casting method. The preliminary 

mix of the Ni-coated VGCFs into the semi-solid metal was facilitated by compo-casting 

process. With the nickel coating diffused into the metal, the dispersion of VGCFs was 

promoted. Al3Ni compounds formed both inside the grains and on the grain boundaries. 

The addition of Ni-coated VGCFs could refine the grain of the Mg-Al-Ca alloy. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Currently, the most widely used magnesium alloys are based on the Mg-Al system, 

such as, AZ91 and AM601, 2). At temperatures above 125 , Mg-Al alloys undergo 

excessive creep deformation even at moderate stress levels, which makes them not 

suitable for use at elevated temperatures3, 4). The poor creep resistance of Mg-Al alloys 

is generally considered to be associated with the formation of the Mg17Al12 phase. The 

poor thermal stability of Mg17Al12 phase and its discontinuous precipitation can result 

in substantial grain boundary sliding at elevated temperatures. Possible approaches to 

improving creep resistance in magnesium alloys include: suppressing the formation of 

Mg17Al12 phase; pinning grain boundary sliding; and slowing diffusion in the 

magnesium matrix. To cover the deficiencies in mechanical properties of magnesium, 

especially at elevated temperatures, efforts have been made to develop creep resistant 

magnesium alloys, and magnesium matrix composites are prospecting candidates due 

to their promising superior properties. 

Calcium is a promising elemental addition to develop Mg–Al alloys for high-

temperature applications. The calcium addition encourages the formation of Ca-

containing thermally stable intermetallic compounds and suppresses the formation of 

unstable β-Mg17Al12. Thus, calcium addition significantly improves the high 

temperature strength, creep resistance, and oxidation resistances.5-8) 

Recently, much work has been devoted to investigate the Mg-based composites 

reinforced with carbon nanotubes9-13). The addition of carbon nanotubes to Mg 

improves its tensile strength and elongation. VGCFs possess attractive mechanical, 

electrical, and thermal properties with similar carbon structure to carbon nanotubes.14, 

15) VGCFs have attracted much attention in various fields, and have been particularly 

considered as an ideal candidate for reinforcement in multifunctional composites and 

engineering applications. Recent studies of carbon nanofibers into light metal matrix 

composites are mainly for the enhancement of the mechanical properties116, 17), also for 

the modified electrical conductivity18, 19), thermal conductivity and coefficient of 

thermal expansion20, 21). To enhance the strength and rigidity of the matrix, VGCFs can 

be used to reinforce Mg-Al-Ca alloy, which are supposed to give them satisfactory 
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mechanical properties at both room and elevated temperatures. 

In this study, the effects of Ni-coated VGCFs on the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of magnesium alloy are investigated, and the strengthening mechanism of 

Ni-coated VGCFs reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy composites is discussed. 
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5.2 Experimental methods 

5.2.1 Hardness test 

The hardness of the as-cast magnesium alloys and composites was measured in a 

Vickers hardness tester. The values reported for Vickers hardness represented the 

average of five separate measurements taken at randomly selected points using a load 

of 100 g for 10 s. 

5.2.2 Tensile tests 

Plate tensile specimens with a thickness of 2 mm and gauge length of 18 mm (Fig. 

5-1) were cut from the as-cast magnesium alloys and composites in accordance with 

ASTM test method E8M-11. Tensile tests were carried out using a universal testing 

machine with a strain rate of 0.5 mm/min at room temperature, 150 °C and 200 °C. A 

minimum of four tests were conducted for each composition to obtain an average value. 

SEM was used to analyze the tensile fracture images. 

 

Fig. 5-1 Sketch of tensile specimens (mm). 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Mechanical properties of Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

5.3.1.1 Micro-Vickers hardness of Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

The micro-Vickers hardness values of the as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612 and AX53 alloys 

are shown in Fig. 5-2. The addition of calcium obviously improved the hardness of the 

Mg-Al-Ca alloys. Compare to Mg-5Al alloy, the hardness of AZX612 and AX53 alloys 

increased for 11.1% and 13.8%, respectively. This was attributed to the formation of 

(Mg, Al)2Ca compounds, which have higher hardness values than Mg17Al12. 

 

 

Fig. 5-2 Micro-hardness of as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612 and AX53 alloys. 

 

5.3.1.2 Tensile properties of Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

The stress–strain curves for the as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612, and AX53 alloys are 

shown in Fig. 5-3. Their tensile properties are summarized in Table 5-1. It can be 

observed that the yield strength of the alloys was improved by the addition of calcium. 

For Mg-5Al alloy, the yield strength was 66 MPa. With 2 wt.% calcium addition, the 
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yield strength of AZX612 alloy was improved by 48% to 98 MPa. For AX53 alloy, the 

yield strength increased by 54% to 102 MPa. However, the plasticity of the alloy was 

significantly reduced with the addition of calcium. The total elongations of AZX612 

and AX53 alloys were decreased to 2.8% and 1.4%, respectively, from 5.2% for Mg-

5Al alloy. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of AZX612 alloy increased to 156 MPa 

from 146 MPa for Mg-5Al alloy. However, the UTS of AX53 alloy decreased to 141 

MPa with a reduced elongation. The addition of calcium tends to makes the alloy brittle. 

 

 

Fig. 5-3 Tensile stress–strain curves of as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612, and AX53 alloys. 

 

Tab. 5-1 Tensile properties of as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612, and AX53 alloys. 

 

Material Yield stress 
σ0.2 (MPa) 

UTS 
σb (MPa) 

Elongation 
δ (%) 

Mg-5Al 66 146 5.2 

AZX612 98 156 2.8 

AX53 102 141 1.4 
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The fracture surfaces of the magnesium alloys are shown in Fig. 5-4. The fracture 

surface of the Mg-5Al alloy shows the presence of many dimples (Fig. 5-4a, b). This 

indicates that the fracture mechanism is ductile fracture. For the AZX612 and AX53 

alloys, the fracture analysis revealed that the mechanism was brittle fracture. As shown 

in Fig. 5-4c and d, the fracture surface of the AZX612 alloy shows intergranular fracture 

feature with the presence of some cleavage surface and tearing ridge, which was taken 

as typical brittle fracture features. As shown in Fig. 5-4e and f, the fracture surface of 

the AX53 alloy shows typical intergranular fracture feature. It is characterized by 

equiaxed facets that are correlated with the grain size, and no dimple is observed. This 

is attributed to the continuous network-shaped distribution of the brittle (Mg, Al)2Ca 

phase along the grain boundaries. The fracture is controlled by defects in the material. 

Figure 5-5a shows the presence of shrinkage cavities, which could form from 

solidification shrinkage in the AX53 alloy. Figure 5-5b shows the dendritic arms 

associated to shrinkage cavities on the fracture surface. Micro-cracks near the defects 

produce and grow along the grain boundaries, which leads to the failure of the material. 

As a result, the elongation reduces with Ca content increasing. 
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Fig. 5-4 SEM images of fracture surface of (a), (b) Mg-5Al alloy; (c), (d) AZX612 

alloy; and (e), (f), AX53 alloy. 
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Fig. 5-5 SEM images of (a) defects in AX53 alloy and (b) defects on fracture surface 

of AX53 alloy. 
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5.3.1.3 Tensile properties of Mg-Al-Ca alloys at elevated temperatures 

Tensile properties of as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612, and AX53 alloys at elevated 

temperature are summarized in Tab. 5-2. As shown in Fig. 5-6, compared with the Mg-

5Al alloy, the yield strength of the alloys at 150 °C and 200 °C is significantly increased 

as the Ca content increases. The yield stress of AZX612, and AX53 alloys was 

decreased slowly from room temperature to 200°. The stress–strain curves up to 200° 

are governed by work-hardening. Therefore, thermal stability of AZX612 and AX53 

alloys is maintained up to 200°. The ultimate tensile strength of AX53 alloy at 200 ℃ 

is larger than that of ZAX612 alloy, which is opposite at room temperature and 150 ℃. 

At elevated temperatures, the addition of Ca increases the tensile strength of the alloy. 

The elongation at 150 ℃ and 200 ℃ also shows a clear downward trend with increase 

of the Ca content. Compared the properties of the alloys at different temperature, with 

higher Ca content, with the increase in temperature, the smaller the intensity reduction. 

The tensile strength and yield strength of AZX612 alloy from room temperature to 200 ℃ 

decreased, by 37MPa and 13MPa, while that of the AX53 alloy decreased by only 11 

MPa and 11 MPa. This result further shows that Ca on Mg-Al based alloy is a useful 

high-temperature strengthening elements. 

 

Tab. 5-2 Tensile properties of as-cast Mg-5Al, AZX612, and AX53 alloys at elevated 

temperature. 

 

Material 
150℃ 200℃ 

σ0.2 (MPa) σb (MPa) δ (%) σ0.2 (MPa) σb (MPa) δ (%) 

Mg-5Al 52 119 12.2 - - - 

AZX612 90 149 9.7 85 119 12.3 

AX53 94 142 4.4 91 130 7.3 
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Fig 5-6 Tensile properties of as- cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys at (a) room temperature, (b) 

150 °C, and (c) 200 °C. 
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5.3.1.4 Effects of Ca addition for Mg-Al alloy 

The addition of calcium in Mg-Al alloy forms (Mg, Al)2Ca phase and suppresses the 

formation of the Mg17Al12 phase. However, the reticular distribution along grain 

boundaries of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase is harmful to mechanical properties. As a result, 

when Ca content increases, the elongation at room temperature is impaired, which also 

affect the ultimate tensile strength. 

The mechanical properties of Mg-5Al alloy decrease rapidly at temperatures above 

150 ℃, as shown in Fig. 5-6. This is attributed to the main strengthening phase 

Mg17Al12 in Mg-5Al alloy, which has a low melting point (437 ℃) and poor thermal 

stability.22) Mg17Al12 phase can readily coarsen and soften at the temperatures 

exceeding 120–130 ℃, and does not serve to pin the grain boundaries, while 

magnesium alloys undergo creep mainly by grain-boundary sliding. In addition, 

Mg17Al12 has a cubic crystal structure incoherent with the hcp magnesium matrix, 

which leads to the fragility of Mg/Mg17Al12 interface.23) All of the above lead to the 

poor elevated temperature tensile properties of Mg-5Al alloy. 

Addition of Ca to Mg-5Al alloy formed (Mg, Al)2Ca precipitation in the alloy. (Mg, 

Al)2Ca has much high melting point and thermal stability, which is at the level between 

that of Al2Ca and Mg2Ca.24) Al2Ca has a higher melting point (1079 °C) than that of 

Mg2Ca (715 °C). On the other hand, the amount of Mg17Al12 reduces after Ca addition. 

As a result, sliding of grain boundaries and growth of cracks were effectively prevented 

at elevated temperatures. The reduction of tensile strength of Mg-Al-Ca alloys with 

temperature increasing declines. The obvious elevated temperature strengthening effect 

was obtained by calcium addition. However, large amount of reticular (Mg, Al)2Ca 

formed along grain boundaries when excessive Ca was added cuts apart the alloy matrix, 

which results in the decrease or a little change of elevated temperature tensile strength 

and elongation with Ca content increasing. 

Some researchers have indicated that the (Mg, Al)2Ca intermetallic compounds are 

brittle. The tensile strength and elongation of the AZ91 magnesium alloy at ambient 

temperature were reduced by the Ca addition, but this produced elevated temperature 

strengthening.22) Masoumi et al. 25) reveal that the presence of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase 
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was the main cause of the intergranular fracture in the Mg–Al–Ca alloy. The coarse 

(Mg, Al)2Ca compound is more brittle and easily broken than the fine Mg2Ca 

compound.26) Hot extruded Mg–Al–Ca alloys show high unlimited tensile strength and 

elongation.27) The application of hot extrusion cracked the secondary phase along the 

grain boundaries in the as-cast alloy, which were dispersedly distributed by the fine 

spherical secondary phases along the extrusion direction. Watanabe et al. 28) found out 

that, by hot extrusion, the ductility of Mg-6Al-2Ca alloy at room temperature was high 

compared with other magnesium alloys containing Ca. The ductility was enhanced at 

elevated temperature, and climb controlled dislocation creep could be a dominant 

deformation process. Jing et al. 29) indicated that hot extrusion results in significant 

increase of tensile properties for AJC421 (Mg–4Al–2Sr–1Ca) alloy at ambient and 

elevated temperature of 175 °C. However, the creep resistance is obviously deteriorated 

after extrusion deformation. The steady-state creep rate of as-extruded AJC421 at 

175 °C/70 MPa is about three orders of magnitude higher than that of their 

corresponding as-cast samples. To increase applications of these magnesium alloys in 

the automotive industry, sufficient high temperature strength, creep resistance and 

inexpensive production for magnesium alloys are required. 
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5.3.2 Mechanical properties of Mg-Al-Ca composites 

5.3.2.1 Micro-Vickers hardness of VGCFs/Mg-Al-Ca composites 

The micro-Vickers hardness values of the AX53 alloy, 0.5%Ni@VGCFs and 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs composites are shown in Fig. 5-7. Compared to AX53 alloy, the 

average hardness values of the 0.5% and 1.0% Ni-coated VGCFs/AX53 composites 

increased by approximately 7% and 10%, respectively. The hardness of the magnesium 

composites increased with the increasing content of Ni-coated VGCFs in Mg-Al-Ca 

alloys. 

The dependence of the hardness on the grain size is generally well-established, and 

can be described by the Hall–Petch relation 30) for hardness: = + /                        (1) 

where   and   are the appropriate constants associated with the hardness 

measurements. However, as shown in Fig. 5-8, the  slope for AX53 alloy are226 

Hv μm1/2, which is much larger than that of some magnesium alloys. The improved 

hardness of the composites was attributed not only to the refined grain, but also to the 

introduction of Al3Ni particles and VGCFs. Because Al3Ni is inherently much harder 

than magnesium,31) the presence of Al3Ni intermetallic compounds caused a higher 

resistance to the localized deformation of the matrix during indentation. 
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Fig. 5-7 Microhardness of as-cast AX53, and 0.5%Ni@VGCFs, 1.0%Ni@VGCFs 

composites. 

 

 

Fig. 5-8 Effect of grain size on hardness of as-cast AX53 alloy and composites. 
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5.3.2.2 Tensile properties of VGCFs/Mg-Al-Ca composites 

The stress–strain curves for the as-cast AX53, 0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53, and 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AX53 are shown in Fig. 5-9. Their tensile properties are summarized 

in Table 5-3. The addition of 0.5 % VGCFs improved the 0.2 % yield stress, UTS, and 

elongation of the AX53 matrix by 6%, 14% and 43%, respectively. The increase in the 

tensile property was attributed to the overall effect derived from the refined grain and 

introduction of both VGCFs and Al3Ni intermetallic compounds. The 0.2% yield stress 

was slightly improved because of the small amount of introduced Ni-coated VGCFs. 

Moreover, the increase in the UTS of the composite was achieved with increased total 

elongation, which could mainly be attributed to the strain hardening during a larger 

strain. However, with the addition of 1.0% VGCFs, the elongation of the composite 

dropped even lower than that of the AX53 matrix alloy with a similar UTS. 

 

 

Fig. 5-9 Tensile stress–strain curves of as-cast AX53, 0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53, and 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AX53. 
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Tab. 5-3 Tensile properties of as-cast AX53, 0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53, and 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AX53. 

 

Material σ0.2 (MPa) σb (MPa) δ (%) 

AX53 102 141 1.4 

0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53 108 162 2.0 

1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AX53 112 145 1.3 

 

The fracture surfaces of the composites essentially revealed brittle fracture, as shown 

in Fig. 5-10a and e. With the addition of Ni-coated VGCFs to the matrix alloy, the grains 

were refined, and the defects decreased, as shown in Fig. 5-10b. The increased total 

elongation of the composite could be attributed to the decrease in the defects and 

presence of VGCFs and Al3Ni intermetallic compounds on the grain boundaries, which 

could increase the resistance to crack propagation. Moreover, according to the load 

transfer reinforcement mechanism,32) VGCFs well bonded with the magnesium matrix 

could generate elastic deformation to fit the deformation of the matrix during stretching. 

Because of the high interface bonding strength, their interface could seldom separate, 

and there were few pulled-out VGCFs, as shown in Fig. 5-10c. In addition, the 

improved mechanical properties of the composite could be attributed to grain 

refinement, which could be explained by the Hall–Petch model.33) However, as shown 

in Fig. 5-10d, clusters of Ni-coated VGCFs were clearly observed. These clusters 

increased the defects of the specimens, which led to the deterioration of the mechanical 

properties of the composites. For the 1.0% Ni@VGCFs/AX53, when a relatively larger 

amount of VGCFs was added to the Mg matrix, it contained more VGCF clusters (Fig. 

5-10f). These clusters prevented effective bonding between the Mg and VGCFs and led 

to minute cracks in the matrix. These cracks inevitably led to the failure of the material 

with low strength. 
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Fig. 5-10 SEM images of (a), (c), (d) fracture surface of 0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53, 

along with (b) shrinkage cavities in 0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53 and (e), (f) fracture 

surface of 1.0%Ni@VGCFs/AX53. 
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5.3.2.3 Tensile properties of VGCFs/Mg-Al-Ca composites at elevated 
temperature 

The tensile testing results of Mg-Al-Ca composites reinforced with Ni-coated 

VGCFs at elevated temperature are shown in Table 5-4. Compared with the AX53 alloy, 

the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation of the 0.5% VGCFs 

composites at 150 °C and 200 °C is slightly increased. The strength and ductility of the 

composite are improved simultaneously. The addition of VGCFs in AX53 alloys shows 

some strengthening effect at elevated temperature. 

 

Tab. 5-4 Tensile properties of as-cast AX53 alloy and composites at elevated 

temperature. 

 

Material 
150℃ 200℃ 

σ0.2 
(MPa) σb (MPa) δ (%) σ0.2 

(MPa) σb (MPa) δ (%) 

AX53 94 142 4.4 91 130 7.3 

0.5%Ni@VGCFs/AX53 96 151 5.4 93 139 8.5 
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5.3.2.4 Strengthening mechanism of VGCFs/Mg-Al-Ca composites 

It is important to understand the strengthening mechanism of VGCFs in composites 

in order to be able to predict the strength. Literature review revealed that few attempts 

have been made to understand the strengthening mechanism of CNTs in composites.34) 

The possible reinforcement mechanisms which might be relevant in CNT/metal 

composite systems are load transfer, Orowan looping, thermal mismatch and Hall–

Petch effect. 

Few works have been performed on the strengthening mechanisms of CNTs in 

magnesium matrix composites. Q.Q Li et al. 35) compared the contributions to the 

improvement in yield strength of magnesium alloy composites by the three 

strengthening mechanisms, load transfer, Orowan looping and thermal mismatch. They 

found out that effective Orowan strengthening and thermal mismatch strengthening 

take place at low amounts of MWNTs (about 0.1 wt%) and both contribute almost 

equally to the improvement of the yield strength. Strengthening due to the load transfer 

of the MWNTs increases linearly and becomes more important than other strengthening 

effects at higher MWNTs amounts (0.3 wt%). C.D Li et al. 36) reveal that the calculated 

yield strength by the load transfer mechanism, Orowan mechanism and Hall–Petch 

relationship are in good agreement with the experimental values. 

Here we simply add up in a linear way all the improvements caused by different 

mechanisms to predict the theoretical yield strength. Based on the previous analysis 35-

37), the yield strength of the composites could be expressed as: = + + + +        (2) 

where   is yield strength of the composite;   is yield strength of the matrix; 

 is the improvement associated with the load transfer effect;  is the 

improvement associated with Orowan strengthening effect;   is the 

improvement associated with the increase in dislocation density due to the different 

thermal expansion coefficients of the matrix and the VGCFs (thermal mismatch); 

 is the improvement associated with the decrease of grain size. 

For the composites reinforced by short fiber or whisker, the load can be transferred 

from the matrix to fiber or whisker by a shear stress that develops along the 
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reinforcement/matrix interface 36, 38). As a result, the variation in stress generates along 

the fiber length. The stress on the fiber increases proportionally from the fiber end to 

reach a maximum value at the mid-region. Thus, the pulling-out and pulling-off of the 

fiber depends on the fiber length, fiber strength and matrix strength. For the present 

study, the critical length ( ) can been defined as [34, 36, 38]:  = ∗ /                            (3) 

where  is the yield strength of the matrix,  is the strength of the fiber and  

is the average diameter of the fibers. The calculated   for the VGCFs/Mg-Al-Ca 

composite is about 4.3 μm. The length ( ) of VGCF used in this study was 15 μm. This 

means that the stress on the VGCFs could reach to the fracture strength of the VGCFs. 

VGCFs with a larger aspect ratio will assist larger load transfer and hence efficient 

utilization of reinforcement. For a critical length , the value of  becomes equal to 

the fracture strength of VGCFs. For fiber lengths , the fracture strength of the 

composite is given as [34, 39]: = 1 − 2 + 1 −  

The relation between the volume fraction ( ) and weight fraction ( ) of the VGCFs 

of a composite is given by: = /( / ) + (1 − )/ = + (1 − )/  

where  and  are the reinforcing phase density and matrix density. 

Orowan looping also plays an important role in the strengthening mechanism, which 

results from restricted movement of the dislocations caused by the incorporation of 

nanofillers. Assumed that the VGCFs are distributed uniformly, the Orowan 

strengthening effect is given by [35, 36]: = 0.8 2
 

where  is the shear modulus of the Mg matrix (1.66×104 MPa); b is the value of the 

Burgers vector of the matrix (3.21×10-10 m for Mg); M is the Taylor factor (3.0 for Mg). 

There is a significant mismatch in coefficient of thermal expansion between CNT 

and the matrix, and this might be accommodated by extensive dislocation nucleation 
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around CNT which then leads to hardening of the metal matrix. The hardening due to 

the thermal mismatch can be expressed as 35): = · · ·  

where  is a geometric constant (1.25 in this case);  is the dislocation density and = ·( ) · , in which B is a geometric constant (4 in this case);  is the 

difference between the coefficient of thermal expansion;  is the difference between 
the process and test temperature. 

The addition of VGCFs leads to the decrease of grain size, which causes the increase 

of yield strength according to the Hall–Petch relationship 36, 37). By comparing with 

monolithic Mg-Al-Ca alloy, the contribution of grain refinement caused by CNTs can 

be described by the following equation: = ( / − / ) 
where  and  are the average grain sizes of the composite and the monolithic 

Mg-Al-Ca alloy, respectively. K is the Hall–Petch coefficient of Mg alloy, which is 

given as 0.13 MPa m1/2. The value of K is dependent on the number of slip systems. It 

is higher for HCP metals than for FCC and BCC metals. Since Mg is HCP, the grain 

size affects the yield strength significantly. 

Figure 5-11 shows the theoretic value of yield strength increment according to the 

strengthening mechanism of load transfer effect from matrix to VGCFs, Orowan 

looping, thermal mismatch, and grain refinement, respectively. It can be seen that 

  has the maximum contribution in the strengthening of the composites. 

 exhibits a minor contribution compared with the other three, since the 

grain refinement effect for as-cast composites is not so obvious. 

Figure 5-12 shows the comparison of theoretical values of the yield strength 

increment contributed by strengthening mechanisms of load transfer, Orowan looping 

and thermal mismatch as a function of VGCF weight fraction. It can be seen that 

, , and  mainly depend on the weight fraction of VGCFs, 

and their values increase with increasing weight fraction. It shows that at low amounts 

of VGCFs, thermal mismatch strengthening is the most effective mechanism to the 

improvement of the yield strength. Strengthening due to the load transfer of the VGCFs 

increases linearly and becomes more important than other strengthening effects at 
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higher VGCFs amounts (about 0.5 wt%) according to the present model. 

 

Fig. 5-11 Theoretic value of yield strength increment according to the strengthening 

mechanism of load transfer effect from matrix to VGCFs, Orowan looping, thermal 

mismatch, and grain refinement, respectively. 

 

Fig. 5-12 Comparison of theoretical values of the yield strength increment contributed 

by strengthening mechanisms of load transfer, Orowan looping and thermal mismatch 

as a function of VGCF weight fraction. 
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The calculated yield strength of the composites is compared with experimental 

results in Fig. 5-13. It can be clearly seen that the experimental data is below the 

theoretical value. The discrepancies of yield strength increased with an increase of the 

amount of VGCFs. The discrepancy of the detrimental variation trend may be attributed 

to the aggravation of VGCFs cluster in the matrix with increasing the amount of VGCFs. 

This suggests that the dispersion of VGCFs can still be improved to produce a stronger 

composite. The uniform distribution of VGCFs play a significant role for Orowan 

mechanism. Besides the dispersion of VGCFs, if interfacial shear stresses efficiently 

transfer load from the elastically softer metal matrix to the stronger VGCF to 

strengthening, a good interfacial bonding between the VGCFs and the metal matrix is 

required. 

Due to the limitations of all reinforcement mechanisms, such as the evidence for 

these reinforcement mechanisms and the applicability of the mechanism for VGCF, 

further understanding is clearly necessary. The behavior of VGCFs in the metal matrix 

needs to be studied and characterization of such composites by different methods is 

required. 

 

Fig. 5-13 Comparison between theoretical and experimental yield strength. 
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5.3.2.5 Ductility of VGCFs/Mg-Al-Ca composites 

From the tensile test results, one notable observation is that the elongation at failure, 

i.e. the ductility, increased (as much as 40%) together with the strength. The increased 

total elongation of the composite could be attributed to the decrease in the defects and 

presence of VGCFs and Al3Ni intermetallic compounds on the grain boundaries, which 

could increase the resistance to crack propagation. 

Increased ductility has also been found in CNT reinforced Mg composites before by 

Goh.9) Their explanation for this is the activation of prismatic slip planes in the Mg 

matrix by adding CNTs. It implicates a minimum of five independent slip systems 

which are required to deform a polycrystalline metal plastically (von Mises criterion), 

therefore resulting in a much higher ductility of the composites. A high activity of the 

basal slip system and the initiation of prismatic slip at room temperature were observed 

under TEM. 
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5.4 Summary 

(1) The addition of calcium in Mg-Al alloy forms (Mg, Al)2Ca phase and suppresses 

the formation of the Mg17Al12 phase. With Ca content increasing, the Mg-Al-Ca alloy 

exhibits a higher yield strength and strain-hardening than the Mg-5Al alloy. However, 

the reticular distribution along grain boundaries of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase results in the 

impairment of elongation at room temperature, which also affect the ultimate tensile 

strength.  

(2) The obvious elevated temperature strengthening effect was obtained by calcium 

addition, since (Mg, Al)2Ca has much high melting point and thermal stability. The 

reduction of tensile strength of Mg-Al-Ca alloys with temperature increasing declines. 

However, with Ca content increasing, reticular (Mg, Al)2Ca formed along grain 

boundaries results in the decrease of elongation or a little change of tensile strength at 

elevated temperature. 

(3) With a 0.5 wt% addition of Ni-coated VGCFs, an increase in the UTS of the 

composite was achieved, along with an increase in the total elongation, which could 

mainly be attributed to the strain hardening during a larger strain. However, for the 1.0% 

VGCF-reinforced AX53 alloy composites, the elongation dropped, which led to a low 

strength similar to that of the AX53 matrix alloy. The addition of VGCFs in AX53 alloys 

shows some strengthening effect at elevated temperature. The strength and ductility of 

the composite are improved simultaneously. 

(3) The contributions of load transfer, Orowan strengthening, thermal mismatch and 

Hall-Petch effect were simply added up to predict the potential yield strengths by 

adding different weight fractions of VGCFs to the composites. In this model, load 

transfer and thermal mismatch strengthening are the main mechanism to the 

improvement of the yield strength. The experimental result of yield strength was 

compared to the theoretical value. It showed that the dispersion still needs to be 

improved to produce a stronger material. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Conclusions 
 

 

The final purpose of the present research is to develop the VGCFs reinforced Mg-

Al-Ca alloy composites with satisfactory mechanical properties by the cost-effective 

fabrication process, in order to face the elevated temperature application. In this study, 

the effect of nickel coating on wetting behavior of magnesium alloys and graphite sheet 

was investigated. Ni-coated VGCFs reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy composites were 

fabricated by compo-casting process. The effects of Ni-coated VGCFs on the 

microstructure and mechanical properties of magnesium alloy were investigated, and 

the strengthening mechanism of Ni-coated VGCFs reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy 

composites was discussed. The conclusions of this thesis are summarized as follows: 

1. The study on the effect of nickel formation on graphite sheet surface for improving 

wettability with magnesium alloy (Chapter 2). 

Prior to the fabrication of VGCF/Mg-Al-Ca composites, the wettability of 

magnesium alloys with graphite sheet, which has the basal plane of (002) same with 

that of VGCFs, was studied, and the effect of nickel coating on wetting behavior of 

magnesium alloys and graphite sheet was investigated. Mg-Al alloys did not wet 

graphite sheet with the contact angle of about 120°. The droplet of magnesium alloy on 

Pure Ni spread rapidly. By means of the wetting of Mg-Al-Ca alloys on pure nickel, the 

mechanism for the wetting behavior between liquid magnesium alloys and solid nickel 

was proposed. Nickel dissolved into magnesium alloy during contacting. Spreading of 

the droplet stopped when nickel saturation occurred and Mg2Ni intermetallic compound 

began to form. Improvement of wettability of magnesium alloy on Gr-Ni was achieved 

through the dissolution of nickel into the liquid magnesium alloy at the interface 

between droplet and substrate. Calcium addition had no effect on the wetting of 

magnesium alloy on Gr, while it showed negative effect on the Pure Ni, and slightly 

hindered the spread of magnesium alloy droplet on Gr-Ni. 
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2. The study on the fabrication of VGCF-reinforced magnesium matrix composites 

by low pressure infiltration (Chapter 3). 

The effect of nickel coating on infiltration behavior of magnesium alloy into VGCF 

preform was investigated. Fabrication of VGCF-reinforced magnesium alloy 

composites was carried out by low pressure infiltration. Infiltration pressure for 

magnesium alloy into porous VGCF preform was determined to be 1 MPa, considering 

with both the estimated threshold pressure and the compression strength of the preform. 

Magnesium alloy was successfully infiltrated into nickel coated porous preform, while 

the magnesium alloy was partially infiltrated into the preform without nickel coating. 

3. The study on the fabrication of VGCF-reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy composites by 

compo-casting process (Chapter 4). 

Microstructure of Mg-5Al alloy consisted of β-Mg17Al12 intermetallic phase in the 

α-Mg matrix. With the additions of calcium, the Mg-Al-Ca alloy exhibited a dendritic 

microstructure with calcium-containing phases along the grain boundaries which 

suppressed the formation of the Mg17Al12 phases. With increasing Ca/Al ratio, the 

volume fraction of the second phase in the as-cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys increases, and the 

main second phase is (Mg, Al)2Ca with a coarse lamellar structure. 

Nickel-coated VGCFs were prepared using an electroless plating process, with the 

nickel homogeneously deposited on the VGCFs. Ni-coated VGCF-reinforced Mg-Al-

Ca composites were fabricated using the compo-casting method. The preliminary mix 

of the Ni-coated VGCFs into the semi-solid metal was facilitated by compo-casting 

process. With the nickel coating diffused into the metal, the dispersion of VGCFs was 

promoted. Al3Ni compounds formed both inside the grains and on the grain boundaries. 

The present of Al3Ni compounds and VGCFs disturbed the reticular distribution of (Mg, 

Al)2Ca along grain boundaries. The addition of Ni-coated VGCFs could refine the grain 

of the Mg-Al-Ca alloy. 

4. The study on the mechanical properties of VGCF-reinforced Mg-Al-Ca alloy 

composites (Chapter 5). 

With Ca content increasing, the Mg-Al-Ca alloy exhibits a higher yield strength and 

strain-hardening than the Mg-5Al alloy. However, the reticular distribution along grain 

boundaries of the (Mg, Al)2Ca phase results in the impairment of elongation at room 
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temperature, which also affect the ultimate tensile strength. The obvious elevated 

temperature strengthening effect was obtained by calcium addition, since (Mg, Al)2Ca 

has much high melting point and thermal stability. The reduction of tensile strength of 

Mg-Al-Ca alloys with temperature increasing declines. However, with Ca content 

increasing, reticular (Mg, Al)2Ca formed along grain boundaries results in the decrease 

of elongation or a little change of tensile strength at elevated temperature. 

With a 0.5 wt% addition of Ni-coated VGCFs, an increase in the UTS of the 

composite was achieved, along with an increase in the total elongation, which could 

mainly be attributed to the strain hardening during a larger strain. However, for the 1.0% 

VGCF-reinforced AX53 alloy composites, the elongation dropped, which led to a low 

strength similar to that of the AX53 matrix alloy. The addition of VGCFs in AX53 alloys 

shows some strengthening effect at elevated temperature. The strength and ductility of 

the composite are improved simultaneously. 

The contributions of load transfer, Orowan strengthening, thermal mismatch and 

Hall-Petch effect were simply added up to predict the potential yield strengths by 

adding different weight fractions of VGCFs to the composites. In this model, load 

transfer and thermal mismatch strengthening are the main mechanism to the 

improvement of the yield strength. The experimental result of yield strength was 

compared to the theoretical value. It showed that the dispersion still needs to be 

improved to produce a stronger material. 
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